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PREFACE

The American Association of Colleges for Teacher Education is

pleased to publish this monograph as evidence of the cooperative efforts

between its BEE-funded project on personnel preparation and education of

the handicapped and the 'National Support Systems Project. But more im-

portantly, the dissemination of this publication gives credence to the

Association's commitment to the improvement of personnel preparation pro-

grams for education of the handicapped as set forth Ili its official posi-

tion statement, "Beyond the Mandate: The Professional Imperative."

Teacher educators across the country are seeking assistance to

help give direction to program revisions which are responsive to P.L. 94-

142. This monograph sets forth ten competency clusters that provide the

basis for curricular revisions of educational personnel preparation programs

which will prepare school personnel to work more eIfectively not only with

handicapped students, but all students.

AACTE believes that this publication is a significant addition to

educational literature, and hopes that readets will find it a useful re-

source for the planning and implementation of program.improvements. The

inclusion of seven critique papers enhances its value for readers.

The Association expresses appreciation to the authors of the manu-

script a.ld acknowledges the contributions of Louisa Tarullo, Diane Merchant,

and Ruth Barker in seeing it through to publication.

David Imig Karl Massanari

Executive Director, Director of AACTE/

AACTE BEH Project,,and

Associate Director,

AACTE



FOREWORD

Public Law 94-142, the Education for All HandiOapped Children Act
of 1975, has profound implications for all educators. Teachers are now
required to deliver high quality education to all students, including those
who are handicapped. Teacher educators have very important obligations to
help teachers acquire the capabilities which they must\have to deliver such

N.,k?clucation.

In the interests of assisting institutions of higher education in
extending and improving their preservice preparation fol. "regular" class
teachers, taking into account Public Law 94-142, the Bureau of Education
for the Handicapped, U.S. Office of Education, launched a set of Deans'
Grant Projects in 1975. At the time of this writing the Deans' Grant pro-
gram is in its ,fifth year.

A major aspect of the Deans' Grant Projects has been to identify.
the competencies or capabilities teachers must have if they are to perforM
in accordance with the high principles and expectations of the Lew policies.
Through the work of the National Support Systems Project at the University\.,
of Minnesota, an attempt has been made to collate these ideas on the re-
quired teacher competencies; this publication reflects the current status
of that effort.

It is gratifing to note that this publication is to be presented
collaboratively by the National Support Systems Project and the American
Association of Colleges for Teacher Educatmon. This document reflects the
growing commitment by all teacher educators to the implementation of Public
Law 94-142 and the broadening realization that the provision of high quality
services to children who are handicapped is closely intertwined with improved
opportunities for all minority children and, indeed, requires fundamental im-
provements in teacher education for all children.

Thomas R. Behrens, Ph.D.

Eastern Branch Chief

Division of Personnel Preparation
Bureau of Education for the
Handicapped

U. S. Office of Education
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A COMMON BODY OF PRACTICE FOR TEACHERS:
THE CHALLENGE OF PUBLIC LAW 94-142 TO TEACHER EDUCATION *

Public Law 94-142, the Education for All Handicapped,Children Act
of 1975, has created a new set of conditions under which teachers must
function and which must be addressed by teacher education. Attempts to
implement the law have already revealed in practice what was evident in
advance: The level cf professional preparation sidply is not adequate
for the new Conditions. The challenge they present could be the oppor-
tunity long sought by many educators to bring,the teaching profession to
maturity and into its own. Never before has there been such a pervasive
force buttressing the arguments for quality teacher education. The op-
portunity should not be lost; nor should the benefits of Public Law 94-
142 be lost for want of adequately prepared educators.

This paper has evolved, in the main, out of the experiences of
the Deans' Grant Projects, which are supported by the Bureau of Education
for the Handicapped, U.S. Office of Education, for the purpose of redesign-
ing teacher education to accord with the principles of Public Law 94-142.
Only deans of education or other administrators who carry broad responsi-
bilities for preservice teacher preparation programs have been eligible for
these grants. Thy central focus has been the renewal of preparation pro-
grams for so-called "regular" teachers. While this paper addresses the

* Five persons who have been deeply involved in recent efforts for changes
in teacher education in relation to Public Law 94-142 met to draft a set
of statements from which the present paper has been abstracted. They are
Jack W. Birch, Dawn Grohs, Robert Howsam, Catherine Morsink, and Maynard
Reynolds. All of these individuals have been associated with the Deans'
Grant Projects which are supported by the Bureau of Education for the Handi-
capped; several have also been involved in related projects supported by
Teachers Corps and the Bureau for Educational Personnel Development. The
first and second drafts were criticized by "regional liaisons" associated
with the National Support Systems Project, including Percy Bates, Dean
Corrigan, Robert Gilberts, Harold Mitzel, Bert Sharp, and Bob Woods. A
third draft version of the paper was submitted for formal criticism to
leaaers in teacher education and leaders of parent organizations concerned

children who are hand!7apped. The third draft was also discussed
' -oadly by representatives of about 80 Deans' Grant Projects in a national

. meeting held in May 1979. The present version represents an attempt to
'ake account of all earlier criticisms and discussion.
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concerns of all teachers, its special focus is on the large task of up-
grading the preparation for "regular" teachers.

The three parts of the paper are as follows:
.)

1. An introductory statement on Public Law 94-142, its

historical significance, and its challenge to teacher
education.

2. A substantive discussion of and recommendations for

competency clusters or domains which are derived from

Public Law 94-142 and which define a common core of

requirements -- a "professional culture" for all

teachers.

3. An outline of a model for teacher edneation and a-de-

tailing of the "competency clusters" in a form which

can be used to evaluate and plan efforts to improve

teacher education.

While this paper outlines knowledge, skills, and commitments which

are essential to teachers, it does not discuss creative-intuitive processes

which are also essential to teaching. This omission is not intended to sug-
gest that teaching is a totally calculated scientific process; the subject

matter is simply limited in scope to the necessary professional capabilities,

which combined with creative-intuitive processes, may produce excellence --

even artistry -- in teaching.

As work goes forward in preparing personnel to meet the conditions

imposed by Public Law 94-142, it will be necessary to take account of other

significant current forces for change in teacher preparation. For example,

it will be particularly important to coordinate the work proceeding in be-

half of handicapped students with the efforts in behalf of racial minorities
and ethnic groups. In the past organization of the schools, the segregation

of children on the basis of race and handicap was intertwined; excessive

numbers of children from minority group families were labeled as handicap-

ped and placed in isolated special classes and schools. Solutions of such

problems will require broad and coordinated efforts for change. Although

this paper deals mainly with handicapped and gifted students, it is in-

tended to be used as one part of a broader effort for the reform and im-

provement of te.icher preparation.

2
11



The impact on Teacher Education of Public Law 94-142

During the decade of the 1970s, the Congress of the United States
enacted two pieces of legislation that, together, open wide to handicapped
Individuals the opportunity to participate more fully in the mainstream of
American education. They are Sectirn 504 of the Vocational Rehabilitation
Act of 1973 (PL 93-516) and Public Law 94-142, the Education for All Handi-
capped Children Act of 1975. Section 504 authorizes three benefits for
.handicapped people: vocational training in mainstream settings, the promo-
tion and expansion of employment opportunities, and the removal of all
architectural and transportation barriers. Public Law 94-142 mandates
equal educational opportunity for all handicapped children; free and ap-
propriate education; placement in regular public school settings with their
non-handicapped peers to the extent that it is feasible; cooperatively writ-
ten individualized educational plans; provision of special education and
related services as needed; and observance of handicapped children's and
their parents' due process rights.

Public Law 94-142. represents one of the most significant commitments
ever made in American public education. From the Common Schools Act of 1641,
which provided basic schooling for all children who sought it, society has
moved to guarantee access to appropriate, individualized education to each
handicapped child, regardless of the extent of nis or her handicap. Many
children affected by the law are gifted and talented. Moreover, several
states already have acted to bring all their gifted and talented students
under legal provisions equivalent to those of Public Law 94-142. It takes
little imagination to project the extension of the new policies and proce-
dures to all children; It can only be a matter of time.

Although legislation and court orders are powerful forces for change
in our society, they do not by themselves effect change. Institutions are
altered by community support, resources, and people, and the effectiveness
of the efforts to change can be no greater than the weakest component. Pub-
lic Law 94-142 is itself prima facie evidence of community support; its fund-
ing provisions are designed to provide a substantial part of the necessary
resources. However, the failure of Congress to fully fund programs under
Public Law 94-142 indicates loss than complete public support.

Like other social institutions, education provides a system for the
delivery of services to members of society and provides the personnel to
rerform the services. It seems reasonable to assume that given adequate
resources, the delivery system can be altered to accord with the intent and

3



provisions of Public Law 94-142. Less certain by far is the present capac-
ity of the petsonnel to meet the demands of a new delivery system.

Teachers, in general, have not had the kind and level of prepara-
tion necessary for dealing with the full range of student differences with-
in regular school settings. ItJias been in response to this fact, in part

, at least, that special schools and classes for handicapped children have

proliferated over the years. In recent years, dramatic changes have oc-
curred in the school situations in which teachers function. For the most
part, thi changes have made teaching more challenging and difficult. With

few exceptions, however, the changes have not been reflected in teacher

preparation; it has remained fundamentally unchanged both in form and in
substance.

It can be stated with confidence that the goals of Public Law 94-

142 will be realized only if the qualify of teacher preparation and pro-

fessional service in the schools can be improved. High priority must be
given to substantial.if not massive upgrading and retooling of the pro-

gramg that prepare teacherslor entry to the profession and facilitace
their continuing professional development through a lifetime of service.

Teacher preparation in America has never been optimal; it always
has been minimal. The level of professional expertise developed in prep-
aration programs is far below that needed for effectiveness, even in the
most favorable teaching situations. It is disastrously inadequate for

meeting the challenges of a delivery system in which all children, excep-
tional or otherwise, share school learning environments with the non-
handicapped school population.

To draw firm distinctions between handicap and uon-handicap is,
of course, a mistake. 'Conditions that impede effective learning are

widespread throughout the entire school environment. "Handicap," in the
official sense, is but a more obvious condition that tests the adequacy
of the instructional system. It reveals the weaknesses that are obscured

when the students who require the highest level of professional competence
are selectively removed. All students require professional teachers: those
who have the capacity to so manage the processes of individualized learn-

ing that the development of educationally limiting conditions is prevented,

extant. problems are eliminated or minimized where possible, and learning
is optimized. Teachers, in turn, must have the materials, procedures,

knowledge, and support services to accomplish that.

4
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The mandate to mainstream handicapped children has thrust upon
schools and teachers new demands for which neither has been adequately
prepared. Both short- and long-term programs are needed which are de-
signed to develop the capacity of both systems and teachers to deliver
on the i.ntent and promises of Public Law 94-142. Adequate solutions
call for'a complete redevelopment of teacher preparation.1

A Common Body of Practice Derived from Public Law 94-142

Established professions are characterized by bodies of knowl-
edge and practice which are held in common by members. When individuals
carry the desinations of physician, lawyer, or minister, the public gene-
rally knows what services each can be expected to provide competently.
Howsam, Corrigan, Denemark, and Nash (1976) use the term "professional
cu1ture"2 to designate the knowledge, skills, behaviors, attitudes, and
values tnat make up the collective basis for practice and decision making
by members of a profession. They lament the absence of such a culture
among teachers and deplore the reality that teachers have yet to establish
for themselves a professional body of knowledge or set of professional be,
haviors that is common to all.

. . . the teaching profession is characterized by lack of
a common body of knowledge and repertoire of behaviors and
skills needed in the practice of the profession . . . .

toachers do not possess a common body of professionally vali-
dated knowledge and skills which is transmitted in the pro-
c.esses of professional socialization, held in common with
other teachers thereafter, and constantly increased through
the career span of the teacher. (pp. 10-11)

In the balance of this paper, references to "teachers" signify all
teachers: those in kindergartens and elementary, secondary, and voca-
tional-technical schools; special education teachers; and teachers of
mh..4ic, -art, physical education, and chemi!;try -- literally, all teachers.
other school. emploYees, such as F.hool social workers, administrators,
supervisors, counselors, psychologists, and speech-language pathologists
are included 3t times by specific reference.

Protessional culture: The totality of transmitted behavior patterns,
arts, hlicf'-;, knowledge, skills, and all other products of work and
thought characteristic of the teaching profession (paraphrased from Ameri-
c.m. Herital,,y Dictionary).

5



In the absence of agreement on the substance of the

professional culture needed by the teaching profession,

there can be no agreed-upon performance standards either

for 'admission to, or continuance in, the profession. (p.

12)

Since so many aspects of_professional realization

depend upon the relative absence of a professional cul-

ture in teaching practice, 'it must be seen as the most

critical factor in the _professional status of teaching.

Little progress will be made until educators develop and

use a body of recognized professional expertise. Unfor-

tunately, neither teachers in service nor teacher educa-

tors [have yet reached] consensus on the development of

appropriate technical skills which all teachers should

master. (p. 13)

Realistically, . . . teaching . . . is becoming

more professional, but it is hollow without an accom-

panying professional culture. (p. 18)

The development of a professional culture is certainly a matter of cen-

tral imPortance if teaching is to be recognized as an established pro-

fesston.

To date, the nearest educators have come to agreement on a com-

mon core for the professional preparation of teachers has been the con-

tent of certain foundational subjects: usually, history of education,
. philosophy of education, and educational psychology. These subjects pro-

vide a framework and an understanding of education but they do not pre-

pare anyone to "practice" education. While they are much needed and

should be linked closely to studies relating more directly to practice,

in themselves they fall far short of supplying anything comparable to

the common body of professional knowledge, skills, behaviors, attitudes,

and values that characterize an established profession.

Upon this theoretical-historical foundcation, we should construct

the body of knowledge, skill, and practice which is essential to the pro-

fessional culture of teaching and which will prepare students to function

as teaching professionals within the context of social mandates. The

substance of this curriculum would be derived significantly from the in-

tent of the mandates to assure equality of educational opportunity for

6



all handicapped, disadvantaged, and other minority group children, as
provided in Public.Law 94-142 and other recent laws and court decisions.

&salient feature of these requirements, which reflects both re-
search findings and the current social philosophy of education, is the
individualization of educational programs for children with special needs.
Public Law 94-142, for example, provides for an individual educational pro-
gram (IEP) to be written at least annually for each pupil by a committee of
relevant personnel (.includiug the child's parent[s1). This program spells
out what is to be taught, by whom, how it is to be taught, and how the suc-
cess of the program will be judged.

Developm.ent and implementat4:n of individually designed educational
programs ryluires that teachers have broad knowledge and refined abilities
to assess and treat the full range of children's eduChtional needs. This
procedure is too important to allow it to become a superficial routine.
Rather, its emphasis on optimal development provides a natural focus for
the development of a professional culture, acquied by all teachers and
recognized by society.

At present, the individualized educational program or IEP is con-
ceived of as the basic educational management tool for handicapped or
gi1ted3 children. It is likely that this requirement, as a matter of
equal r ights, will be extended to all children. The IEP provides the
means of adapting general educational goals and methods to individual
needs and abilities. It does not imply that each pupil will be taught
sepo.rately but, rather, that the style and rate of learning and strengths
and weaknesses of each pupil will be recognized and respected. The public
tlature of 1EPs -- that is, the requirement that the IEP be planned and
written by a team consisting of school personnel, the pupil (when feasi-
ble) and the pupil's parent(s) or guardian(s), and that the effectiveness
of the TEP be reviewed periodically -- makes teachers accountable for the
tirst time for the application of proper instructional procedures under
appropriate conditions.

To achieve real, day-by-day individualization of education for
pupils requires that se hool systems provide various resources which teach-
ers can muster and use effectively. These resources, at the minimum, in-
clude a reasonably adequate supply of differentiated instructional materials;

1 In several states the IEP procedure is required for gifted as well as
handicapped students, even though the Federal. law, Public Law 94-142,
refers only to those who ai.e handicapped.

1
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appropriate facilities and space in which to employ the materials; ac-

cess to consultation with and technical support from specialists, ade-

quate preparation time, and, for at least part of the day, the assistance
of teachers' aides. School systems are derelict if they do not supply

these resources; it would be tantamount to expecting surgeons, for exam-

ple, to function effectively without operating rooms, nursing assistance,
or proper instruments.

If we assume, however, that the essential resources are avail-

able, then it is possible to identify the clusters of capabilities which

teachers and other specialists need to plan, prepare, and execute produc-

tive IEPs. These clusters can be viewed as the essential components of
the profpssional culture: the professional behaviors that the public can

expect all teachers to be able to perform at a competent level. It is

highly signifidant that although the discussioas from which this paper is
- derived began around concerns for students with handicaps and PUblic Law

94-142, the competency clusters which evolved are quite general and have

implications for all students.

Clusters of Capabilities

The following ten clusters were extracted from broad discussions

and experiences relating to the implementation of training programs for

teachers who are engaged in meeting the new requirements of Public Law
94-142. The clusters are not intended to be complete or mutually exclu-

sive. They are not presented in a systematic sequence and they are not

offered as coitipetency statements in the sense of "competency-based" in-

struction; they are both more discursive and less detailed in phrasing

than competency statements should be. At this stage, the clusters sim-

ply .proNtide a convenient map of the domains of professional competence

,hat appear to be important to every teacher who participates in the de-

sign and implementation of individualized instruction.

1. Curriculum (i.e., what Is deliberately taught in school)
_ . .

It is clear that the presence of exceptioral youngsters in regu-

lar classes increases the breadth clnd variety of students' learning needs

and skills. This greater spread of abilities, in turn, creates a major

demand for curriculum that treats subject matter with fewer assumptions

hhout prior learning and previously acquired skills. Teachers have been

working hard over most of the past century to make their classes more

homogeneous and curricular materials correspondingly homogeneous IEPs

1 8



4

and the increasing presence of handicapped students in classes disrupt
such assumptions and trends. If the heart of the movement toward indi-
vidualized and personalized instruction is the optimal development of
each child, heterogeneity is its est,ence.

All teachers should have a general knowledge of the school cur--
rieulum that is offered from kindergarten through high school (K-12).
Every teacher should be able to describe the curricular content and ob-
jectives which are typical of the nation's elementary and secondary
schools, and the rationale for each major curricular element. They
should be able to relate the curriculum to what is knowa about the de-
velopment of children and youth and to the functions of schools as so-
cial institutions. They must be skilled in the preparation of indivi-
dualized curricular plans for children based upon careful assessments
of individual needs. This knowledge and these skills are as necessary
for professional educators as knowledge of the bones and muscles of the
body is for physicians, regardless cf specialization.

It is not necessary for every educator to be a specialist in
reading, art, modern language, or some other specific curricular compo-
nent, any more than every physician must.be.an expert in bone surge5yrtir
in the cellular structure of muscle tissue. However, a sound general
knowledge of curriculum is necessary so that responsible planning for
pupils can proceed with assurance that no essential considerations are
overlooked.

Recommendation:

The preparation of all teachers should include the study of and
firsthand experience -dith curricular principles, guides, and structures
from preschool throughLecondary school levels. All major subjects that
aresvstematicallL taught in schools by professionals should be included.
The means andyrocedures by which curriculum is developed, adopted, and
chang,ed should be understood and there should be practice in designing
and modifying,curriculum and materials, especially to suit the indivi-
dual needs of students._

2. Teaching Basic Skills

All teachers should be able to teach the basic skills effectively.
These !-;kills fall into three main categories: literacy, life maintenance,
and personal development. They also need preparation for co-teaching and

9
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other forms of collaborative work with specialists who are called.upon

to provide intensive help in basic skills for selected'students.

Li.teracy skills are those for which the school has primary respon-.
sibility and which are necessary for continued learning as well as for ef-
ficient performance In most work situations. They include reading,.which
all teachers should be able to teach at least from first- to fifth-grade

levels (word attack, word recognition, comprehension, and rate), writing

(letter formation, sentence structure, and paragraph structure), spelling

(rules and exceptions), arithmetic (whole-number computation, simple frLat-

Lions, time, and measurement applications), study (use Of resources, criti-

cal thinking, and organizing data), and speaking (sending and receiving ac-
curate verbal messages, expression, and intonation).

p.

It might be argued that only teachers of the elementary grades

need to be prepared as teachers of reading; undoubtedly, such teachers

should have very strong preparation in reading instruction. However,

'literally all teachers, including those at secondary and vocational levels,

need to understand,and be skilled at teaching reading at basic levels. All

teachers need to assist their students in developing better reading skifls;

thee nee d to choose reading materials appropriately, to set goals for read-

ing cirefully, and to work with specialists in reading knowledgeably.

Life maintenance skills are those necessary for survival and effec-
tivo functioning In society. Sometimes referred to as survival or life

skills, they include health (personal hygiene and nutrition), safety (dan-

ger Ltigns, maneuvering in traffic, and home safety), consumerism (making

purcitases, making change, and comparative shopping), and law (human rights.,

appeal process, court system, and personal liability).

Personal development skills are necessary for personal growth.
_

Teachers should be able to exemplify a high sense of identity and personal

inteeration for their students. Since all individuals struggle with values,

philo-t)phical positions, moral behavior, and basic life issues, teachcrs

should provide mature models for their students in these domains. They

should he prepared to assist students in processes of goal setting, deci-

sion making, problem solving and conflict resolution, in both intra- and

interpersonal dimensions, as aspects of their own personal development.

Simillrly teachrs should be prepared to help students acquire good habits
and skills in recreational activities and in creative approaches to both

wrk and play. Teachers should also be able to relate subject matter to

implicalions, i.e., the several life careers in which individuals

10



engage as members of society, Including: 1) paid employment, 2) homemak-
.ing/family membership, 3) avocational pursuits, and 4) involvement in civic
affairs.

Recommendations:

The preparation of all teachers should include necessary elements
to assure competency in teaching_ the basic skills (defined to include
literacy, life maintenance, and personal development skills) and in col-
laborative practice with specialists in basic skills instruction. Instruc-
tion should be provided in teaching the skill areas as such. In addition,
supervised practical experience should be _provided in teaching of literacy,
life maintenance, and personal development skills.

3. Class Management

All teachers should be able to apply individual and group manage-
ment skills to insure a high level of positive response from pupils in in-
structional situations. When classes are skillfully managed, students

cln maimtain attention to school-related'learning activities and build posi-
tive feelings about themselves, their classmates, and their schools. Teachers
need to be highly effective in group-alerting techniques, management of transi-
tions in school activities, responses to daily crises, and management of a
variety of learning activities in a single setting at the same time (Borg,
undated). For effective learning outcomes, time on task and favorable atti-
tudes need to be maximized. Students should learn to share in the responsi-
bility for effective management; helping them learn in this domain is a
primary task for teachers.

All teachers should be able to apply behavioral analysis procedures
(sometimes called behavior modification or contingency management proce-
dures) and other specific methodologies to encourage both scholastic achieve-
ment and acceptable personal and social conduct, and to instruct parents and
teachers' aides ih applying those procedures under the teacher's guidance.

Recommendation:

All teachers should be proficient in class management procedures,_

including applied behavioral analysis, group alerting, guiding transitions,__
materials arrangement, crisis intervention techniques, and 0,roup approaches

to creating_ a_positive affective climate.
_ _ _ _ _
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4. Professional Consultation and Communications

z:
All teachers should be proficient in consultation and other forms

of professtonal communication, as both initiators and receivers, to estab-

lish and maintain responsible interactions with colleagues and administra-
tors. Teachers should be able to serve as consultants. Teachers who spe-

cialize, for instance, in working with children who have visual impairments

should be able.to consult with other teachers on the kinds of methods and

materials that they should learn to usc with visually impaired pupils in
their regular classes. At the same time, allteachers should learn to be
compete:ft receivers and users of consulta.'ioli.

Educators should be practiced at collaborating with colleagues who
share responsibility for individual students' programs. Regular teachars

and speech-language pathologists, for instance, must deliberately comple-

ment and reinforce each other's work with pupils. Readiness to function
as a member of a team does not come naturally to most professionals; it

must be developed through guided experience.

Teachers also need to know how to negotiate objectively and con-

sistently with colleagues, administrators, 'employers, and other persons

when their goals, values, philosophies, or priorities differ. Matters for
negotiation may range over working conditions, curricular design, pay and

benefits, materials selection, need for inservice training, and other con-
siderations. In all these matters teachers need the ability to keep the

atmosphere of the. negotiations open, flexible, and free of personal con-

flict.

Xey elements in all these_interactions include a firm grounding

iv 0.onsultation and communications processes, the requirements of due pro-

cess, and a thorough knowledge of acceptable practices regarding confiden-

tiality.- Equally essential in the process is resourcefulness in building

trust relationships. In all collaborations, teachers should be encouraged

to take equal status with all other personnel on the assumption that each

participant in collaborative work is a specialist vino is sharing expertise

in order to create optimal school programs for individual pupils.

Recomnwndat ions:

It is essential now that all teachers have opportunities to master

tIi knw1edy .and.p_ract_ices involved in effective consultation and other

forms of professional communication. As part of preservice preparation,

every teacher shculd have instruction and practicum experience leading to

assured capability in these areas....____ _ _
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S. Teacher-Parent-Student Relationships

AIL teachers should learn skills and sensitivity in dealing with
parents of their students and especially with parents and siblings of
handicapped, disadvantaged, and other exceptional students. Instruction
should be provided which enhances respect for the role of the family in
the nurturance and education of children. This should be extended to in-
clude a history of disenfranchised groups (e.g., handicapped, black, His-
panic, native American, migrant). It should also provide information on
the effects of such disadvantages on families, especially influences on
family-school contacts and interactions between parents and teachers or
other professionals. Teachers should have some training and experience
in clinical approaches to distrust, hostility, and anger, and in approaches
to build trust and cooperation. They should be prepared to share teaching
skills with parents, so that both developmental and corrective program ele-
ments for students can be continued whenever that is appropriate in the
home situation.

Recommendation:

All teachers should have skills and sensizivity for dealing with
pprents and siblings of handicapped studentsi_they_hould have had oppor-
tunities to practice skills in this area as part of their practicums in
teacher preparation.

6. Student-student Relationships

All teachers shoUld be able to teach pupils how to relate to each
other in ways that produce satisfaction and self-improvement. This abil-
ity should be based on counseling skills, knowledge and skill in using
group activities that encourage cooperative behavior, and strong founda-
tion studies in human development.

Peer and cross-age teaching are specific forms of constructive re-
lationships which can be used with advantages for all participants. En-
couraging pupils to teach each other and to be helpful to one another is
a complex undertaking. It offers very important learning experiences to
the tutors as well as to those who are tutored. For examplJ, a teen-age
hoy or girl can acquire self-confidence and personal satisfaction through
helping second graders learn to use phonic or configuration clues to un-
lock new or unfamiliar words; similarly, home economics students can in-
struct immature children in self-help skills. Teachers can and should

13



learn to use heterogeneous groups of pupils in work Oj cooperative kinds

to achieve group goals. When teachers have the prerequisite skill to take

solid command of the social structures of their classes through effective

teaching, they find that they have a powerful additional tool with which
to construct individualized learning situations.

Recommendations:

All teachers should be able to convey to students the attitude

that they bear some of the responsibility for their social environment

and must be willing_ to help one another. Also, teachers need to be pre-

pared to manage the social structure of their classes bysenerating co-

operative, mutually helpful behavior among the students. Teachers need

specific ingights into and skills for developing heterogeneously coopera-

tive grouping procedures and peer and cross-age tutoring. They also

should be able to teach students to use some of the basic counseling/

guidance skills in relationships with other students.

7. Exceptional Conditions

All teachers should know the preferzed procedures for the instruc-

tion of students with exceptional condit-Wns, Such as limited sight or hear- .

ing, emotional problems, limited cognitive abilities, or outstanding talents

and gifts, and they should be aware of the literature and body of practice

in each area which can be pursued in depth when necessary -- for example,

when an exe,eptional student is enrolled in the class. They also need to

be familiar with the functions of various specialists who work in the

schools (e.g., psychologists, educational audiologists, school social work-

ers, resource teachers for the visually impaired, etc.) and to be prepared

to establish team arrangements for the instruction of exceptional students.

While it is not reasonable to expect all teachers to know everything about

exceptional conditions, they should have rudimentary knowledge in all areas

and know where additional help is available, how to get it, and how to use

it.

Recommendations:
_

A1.1_ prospective teachers should have preparation in understanding

exctTtional children, in school procedures for accommodating children's

sp_ecial_needs,_andin.the functions of specialists who serve exceptional

children. Aoreover, opportunities for direct experience with the children
_

and with specialists should he provided.
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8. Rererral
_ . _ _

When a pupil or parent presents a problem which a teacher feels
unable to resolve, it is.not a mark of inadequacy for the teacher to refer
the questioner to a colleague. In fact, failure to make a referral in
such an instance is a violation of professional ethics. Depriving a per-
son of access to someone who can provide help is professional malpractice
which may worsen a problem and cause other problems. It is important to
establish the attitude that makiu'g a referral is not to transfer "owner-
ship" of a problem to a specialist; rather, it is a way of calling on a
specialist who may be able to offer further help.

Few teachers are so wkIll and so broadly prepared that they can
solve every kind of problem on their own. Teachers need training to give
them the skills to detect actual or potential problems, determine whether
the solutions to the problems are withi,p their professional competence, and
if not, refer to someone else for assistance. Sometimes the :referral will
be to a special resource within the school and sometimes, to a broader com-
munity agency.

An important aspect of a good referral process is being able to
make and report systematic observations of pupils who are experiencing
difficulties. All1 teachers need to be competent in the observation of
individual student'ii within their classes.

Recommendit ions :

Teachers need to learn the_procedures for referrals, the respon-.

sibilities involved, and the_ways to capitalize on referral resources in_

behalf of better educaLioL for individual pupils. They must be skilled
in making systematic observations to provide data and undergird judgments
for the referral process. Tnere should be opportunities to obtain first-. .

hand experience in how both in-school and community agencies operate.

9. Ind 'dual zed Teaching
_ _

.

All teachers should be able, while managing and monitorirg a group
of pupils, to carry out individual assessments, identify individual learn-
in.A styles, spot special needs, personalize and adapt assignments,,and keep
records on individual pupil progress toward established objectives.

These skill14 form the essence of teaching the individual pupil.
This does not mean, of course, that all teaching is one-on-one, and it
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does not mean that the teacher should attend to all pupils at the same

time with the same degree of intensity. It does mean that the teacher
has mastered the tactics of instruction which result in a reasonably

close match of the interests and abilities of each pupil, the content

that is being taught, and the methods of instruction being used, so each

fits well with the others.

Teachers should be able to understand and interpret theory and

research relevant to the individualizing of instruction, be able to dis-

cern strengths and weaknessed of children's abilities and be knowledge-

able about diverse models for individualized instruction. They should
,be skillful in developing Objectives for each student and be able to as-

Sess whether each student is meeting the objectives.

A particularly important aspect of indiv!_dualizing instruction

is competency in using assessment and grading systems that promote honest

and useful sharing of information with the individual student and parents.
- Thus, teachers should be competent in domain- or criterion-referenced as-

sessment and instructing case data fOr interpretation of the child's total
educational sitnation. In addition, they should be able to conduct valid
evaluations' of their own instruction.

Recommendations:

All teachers should be competent' in the assessment of the individ-

ual student's educational needs and in adapting instruction to the individ-
ual. Starting from the first week of teacher preparation, and continuing

until its completion, trainees should be in the company of experienced

teachers who individualize education expertly and specialists who can help

in diagnostic and instructional processes.

10. Professional Values

All teachers, in their personal commitments and professional be-

havior with pupils, parents, and colleagues, should exemplify the same

.onsideration for all Individuals and their educational rights as are

called for in Public Law 94-142 and In the Vocational Rehabilitation Act

of 1973. These indlude the right of individual students to due process

in all school placement decisions, to education in the least restrictive

cnvironment, and to carefully individualized education.

Teachers should be skilled in assisting others (parents, col-

leiwies, pupils) in understanding and accepting as posit.ive values the
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increasing diversity of students who are enrolled in regular school
programs. They need to be able to listen to opposing viewpoints with-
out considering them as attacks on their own behaviors or values.

Both practicing teachers and teacher educators should provide
skillful and consistent models of professionalism and of commitment to
the implementation of the national and state laws relevant to education.
If tivoy choose to dissent, which they are free to do as a matter of in-
dividual conscience, they should distinguish clearly between their con-
tinuing professional obligation to their students and each other under-
existing law, and their rights as individuals to propose and promote
orderly changes in the law.

Recommendations,:

Selection and training processes in teacher education should
include attention to values which.give prilltary_place to individual stu-
dents, their needs and rights. Such values are required on a moral
basis for anyone involved in teaching; but: undergirded
of ethical behavior established by the teaching profession and in law.
Teachers in training should be oriented to ethical codes regarding their
responsibilities to individual pupils.

School law, and the_r!Aulations that relate to i., alSo_should
become part of the foundation of preparation for all teachers. The knowl-
edge,is.necessary fcr the safeguarding of. pupils' rights, self-protection,
and intelligent professional behavior.

Asses.ment and Planning for Revisions in Teacher Preparation

In this third section two major topics are presented: (a) a
general model for the conceptualization of teacher preparation and (b)
the recapitulation of the ten clusters of capability as a definite model
to advance the analysis, evaluation, and planning of teacher preparation
programs. No doubt other teacher preparation models, too, can accommodate
the concepts presented in the first two.parts of this paper. It would be
good to see surh efforts made.

The Teacher-Pre_paration Model. Following is the outline of a____
model for t-he conceptualization of teacher preparation. It involves two
major dimensions: (a) areas of study; and (b) Instructional modes.

Areas of study are five general domains for the organization of
the content or subject matter of teacher preparation.

17



A. The-general or liberal education which is designed

to produce an "educated" person. The studies are those pre-
scribed by the liberal arts faculties of Institutions of

higher education as the central core of kmwledge which must
be acquired by all degree candidates. Certain to be included

are courses in the humanities, sciences, mathematics, litera-
turi, and languages.

B. Specific subjects in the specialty area in which a

student intends to teach. Obviously, the choice to teach in

primary, secondary, special, or vocational education requires

different kinds and degrees of preparation. For example, a

student must elq)ect to meet very high competence standards

in mathematics if he or she wishes to teach that subject at

the high school or vocational school level; less'advanced

courses in msathematics may be required for primary sChool

teaching.

C.. Under.g.irding disciplines. Each profession has its

base in one or more foundational disciplines. The special
concerns of the teacher trainees for human development and

the efficient operation of social systems would dictate some

areas of study -- psychology, for example. Studies included

here are basic in nature but selected for relevance,to teach-
ing. Though such courses are commonly taught through liberal

arts, they could also be part of the school of education.

D. Educatiorfal foundations include the humanistic and

behavioral studies lhat form a bridge between undergirding

di3cip1ines and their specific application to teaching prac-

tices in the schools. Here, for example, are included his-

tory (of education), philosophy (as related to basic princi-

ples and commitments in education), sociology (as related to

the struetures and processes of schooling as a social system),

and psychology (as related to the studies of learners and the

managem(nt of instructional procedur,es). The purpose and pro-

CSSeS of schooliag are the starting points for studies in

educational foundations; while they reflect on education and

have meaning for practice, they do not reach the specific

level of teaching practice.

E. Professional practice is made up of the specific
_

knowledge, strateg!es, and models for the professional

18
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practice of teachers, as well as consideration of the atti-
tudes and values which must permeate the life and commit-
ments of the truly professional teacher. Among specific
studies here would be curriculum, methods of teaching,
diagnostic procedures and materials, and systems of in-
structional management.

The six instructional modes included in the model roughly repre-
sent a progression from direct instruction, in which the student in teacher
preparation is the oblect, through intermediate stages where the student
begins to take more initiative for managing his or her own learning using
special resources.and laboratories. Finally, the student is confronted
with complex clinical, field, and internship experiences to which he or
she is expected to respond in a professional manner. The instructional
modes aad other features of the model are presented in schematic form in
Figure 1.

Across.the bottom of the schema presented in Figure 1 is an
iaput-process-output model that indicates the systemic nature of teacher
education toward the level of professional competence expected by the
profession. Learner accountability is emphasized because admission to
and continuance in a profession depend upon the practitioner's mastery
and use of the extant professional culture. Implicit in the model is
the necessity to clearly specify objectives or standards toward which all
work is directed. Implicit also is the need for effective evaluation
systems, both formative and summative.

Superimposed diagonally across the .matrix formed by the inter-
section of the columns and rows are three overlapping circles: "model-
ing," "mentoring," and "tutoring." These designations are characteris-
tics of effective teaching which seem to transcend their mere considera-'
tion as strategies of instruction. They are, instead, the essence of
greatness in master teachers. "Modeling" refers to behaving in ways
that cause the student, whether consciously or unconsciously, to imitate
the observed behavior; teacher education universally should exemplify
what it explicates. "Mentoring" is the process by which teachers exer-
cise com4cioas responsibility for personally interceding in the develop-
ment of the student and helping him or her make wise choices in areas
that will determine future directions. Mentoring is individual and highly
personal. Studit.s have shown that most successful persons can identify
one or more mentors in their lives. "Tutoring" is one-on-one instruction
when the need for such attention is evident. It can be cross-age, peer,
profes!-4ionnl, or other.
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Clusters of Capability in the Preparation Structure

In this final section, consideration is given to each of the ten

clusters of capability in the context of the teacher-preparation model.

Although brief, the presentation is sufficiently specific to be useful

to teacher educators who wish to examine their own programs or to accredi-

tation agencies or other agencies which monitor the operations of teacher-

education programs.

The discussion is organized in the form of a chart that consists

of three parts: (a) the identification of the cluster; (b) the designa-

tion by capital and lower case letters of the areas of study and instruc-

tional modes which are involved (for Key, see Fig. 1); and (c) a brief

delineation of process guidelines or standards in the area. The selec-

tion of areas of study is somewhat arbitrary, since institutions may be

organized in different ways and allocate functions accordingly. Similarly,

there will be differences in modes between and among institutions.
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Areas of Study El

A. General Liberal

B. Subject Specialty (ies)

C. Undergirding Disciplines
(Pre-Ed)

. D. Educational Foundations

E. Professional Studies

- knowladge
- strategies
- models
- attitudes/values

Instructional Modes

Standards

as set by
Input Output the teaching

Lprocessi profession
with learner
accountability

Figure 1. The education of professicnal teachers: Areas of study/
modes of instruction.*

*Adapted by Robert Howsam from a model first proposed in the bicentennial
report of the AACTE on Educating a Profession (Howsam, et al., 1976).
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Competency

Clusters

Areas

Study and .

Instructional

Modes

Curriculum B. Subject Specialty(ies)

Teaching

Basic

Skills

E. Professional Studies

m. Presentation-

Lecture

n. Learning Resources

p. Clinical

D. Educational

Foundations

E. Professional Studies

m. Presentation-

tecture

n. Learning Resources
o. Laboratory

p. Clinical

q. Field

r. Internship

Description

Every candidate for teaching should be provided through direct

instruction with a knowledge of the school curriculum from

kindergarten through high school. They should examine samples
of curricular materials in learning resource centers and make
observations of instruction in various curricular areas at all
levels of schooling. Students should know how curricular deci-
sions are maae and be aware of and concerned with proper sequenc-
ing and interrelations of curricular components. They should be
able to relate curricular topics to basic considerations about
the history, purposes, and governance of schooling and to knowl-
edge on human development. They should have experience in plan-
ning curricula for individual students, including those whose
needs dictate modifications in the ordinary structure of the
curriculum.

All teachers should be able to teach literacy skills from begin-
ning up to at least fifth-grade level and be proficient in instruc-
tion which maintains and advances good literacy skills at advanced
levels. 4

This will rec,uire familiarity with literacy teaching

materials, some clinical (one-on-one or small group) experience,

as well as supervised applications in field and internship situa-
tions. Similarly, all teachers mv3t be able to teach personal

and life-maintenance skills (safety, personal hygiene, mobility,

and the like) and take a share of responsibility with all other
. teachers for instruction in these areas. Teachers should be able

to relate instruction in these areas to the purposes of schooling

4For example, regardless of what specialty area of teaching they may be irs, teachers should be skilled in
N.) introducing new vocabulary, creating the "set" for appropriate forms of reading comprehension, checking on

student background (through survey exams), on prerequisite basic skills and concepts for an instructional
unit, etc.
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Professional

Interactions

Teacher-

parent-

student

Relationships

Pupil and

Class

Management

C. Undergirding

Disciplines
D. Educational.Founda-

tions
E. Professional Studies

o. Laboratory
p. Clinical
q. Field

r. Internship

C. Undergirding

Disciplines
D. Educational Founda-

tions

E. Professional Studies

m. Presentation-Lecture
o. Laboratory
p. Clinical

q. Field

r. Internship

C. Undergirding

Disciplines
D. Educational Founda-

tions

and they should be able to relate their teaching roles to
those of specialists in the cases of students,who have .ex-
ceptional needs. Pupils differ in learning rates and power,
and even the.best teaching is not 100% effective. Thus, it
is a normal expectation that every teacher will need "backup"
help with some students.

All teachers should be knowledgeable about processes of con-
sultation, effective communications, and interprofessional
planning. This knowledge requires strong elements of prepara-
tion in relevant disciplines and educational foundations plus
supervised experience in clinical, field, and internship set-
tings. Specific instruction in parent education and counsel-
ing should be expected from other professional fields, such as
Counseling Psychology.

All teachers should have knowledge of the functions of families
and how families interact with bureaucratic structures (includ-
ing the schools) with which family members become involved.
They should be especially well informed about difficulties which
may arise in school-family interactions when the family is part
of a disenfranchised group or when individual students are handi-
capped. Teachers should have experience at clinical levels and
in practicum settings in meeting with parents to plan school
programs. They should have experience in working with other pro-
fessionals in the same context. They should have training and
experience in sharing ,Iducational tasks with parents.

All teachers must be skilled in general classroom management
procedures, including group processes (e.g., use of heterogeneous
cooperative groups), group approaches to creating positive affec-
tive climate, and approaches for achieving group attention and



s.

Individu-

alized

Teaching

Exceptional

Conditions

E. Professional'Studies

m. Presentation-Lecture
n. Learning Resources

o. Laboratory

q. Field

r. Internship

C. Undergirding

Disciplines

D. Educational Founda-

tions

E. Professional Studies

m. Presentation-Lecture
n. Learning Resources
o. Laboratory

p. Clinical
q. Field

r. Internship

D. Educational Founda-

tions

E. Professional Studies

individual orientation to task. These competencies call for
specific elements of preparation in undergirding disciplines

and educational foundations, especially in areas of sociology
and social psychology, and for professional instruction and
experience in application of procedures in group settings. A
specific set of insights into and skills in applied behavior
analysis should be included, in which case both clinical and
classroom applications should be required.

All teachers should be able to carry out individual assess-

ments to establish the developmental level of students in the

subject matter being taught, and to identify students who have
special needs and learning styles. They should also be able
to personalize and adapt assignments and keep records of pro-
gress for individual students. They should be able to carry out
careful assessments in each domain of instruction. They should
be familiar with at least some of the major systems (such as

Individually Guided Instruction, Individually Prescribed Instruc-

tion, and Computer-Assisted Instruction) for the general manage-
ment of individualized instruction. This competency cluster
calls for strong preparation in criterion- or domain-referenced
assessment as well as in norm-referenced testing. Teacher candi-
dates should be expected to participate directly in a variety of
supervised clinical studies that involve individualize0 assess-
ments of the students, parent consultation, communication with

diagnostic specialists (i.e., special educators, School psycholo-

gists, school social worker, speech-language pathologists, educa-

tional audiologists, etc.), observance of due process principles,
and the writing of IEPs. It is important that the teacher of
teachers provide a model of individualized teaching.

All teachers should recognize exceptional conditions in pupils
that call for educational adaptations. They should know the key

terminology and be able to specify the instructional (and special

service) assistance needed to maintain those pupils in regular



m. Presentation-Lecture
n. Learning Resources
p. Clinical

q. Field

r. Internship

Conferral and D. Educational Founda-.
Referral tions

E. Professional Studies

Student-

Stud.mt

Relation-

ships

`?

m. Presentation-Lecture
n. Learning Resources
p. Clinical

q. Field

r. Internship

C. Undergirding

Disciplines

D. Educational Founda-.

tions

E. Professional Studies

m. Presentation-Lecture

classes. This domain should include presentations to teacher-
education students of basic information on exceptionality and
common adaptations in regular classes. Also, experiences at
clinical, field, and internship levels should include interac-
tions with exceptional students.

Although P.L. 94-142 refers only to handicapped students, it is
important that teachers be .prepared to deal effectively with
gifted and talented students as well. Of course, some students
will be both handicapped and gifted. All teachers should have
knowledge of the major principles and practices derived from
research and experience in working with gifted students. Also,
all teachers must be committed to and able to competently manage
instruction which is multicultural in orientation.

All teachers should recognize that they can obtain help from
teaching colleagues and various specialists and that it is a

sign of superiol professional atility and stature, not of weak-
ness, to recognize when help is needed and to ask for it, use
it, and acknowledge its value. Teachers should be skilled in
making and recording systematic observations of their students
as a basis for informed referral and consultation. This com-
petency cluster also calls for knowledge of the roles of vari-
ous specialists, as well as clinical experience in referr'al
procedures. All teachers should be generally familiar with the
full range of special services both within the schools and in
the broader community.

Ali teachers should be prepared to manage with high skill the
relations among their students in "peer tutoring," "cross-age

tutoring," and other group activities. Teachers should be
skilled in giving students developmental perspectives about

their own problems and concerns, in teaching them to be mutually

helpfill and supportive to one another, and in giving them in-
creasing responsibility for helping to manage the educational



Professional

Values

n. Learning Resources
o. Laboratory

q. Field

r. Internship

A. General Liberal

C. Undergirding

Disciplines

D. Educational Founda-

tions

E. Professional Studies

m. Presentation-Lecture

n. Learning Resourc9s

o. Laboratory

p. Clinical

q. Field

r. Internship.

environment. This set of competencies requires strong orien-

tation in developmental and counseling psychology as well as

supervised experiences in laboratory, clinical, field, and
internship settings.

All teachers should be well informed concerning such concepts

as "right to education," "least restrictive alternative," and

"due process," particularly as they relate to education for

children from minority groups and those who are handicapped.

They should make professional commitments to the realization

of the values which these concepts represent. To achieve tne

goals in this area it is essential that prospective teachers

receive relevant instruction as part of their general, founda-

tional, and professional studies; perhaps even more essential

is that the attitudes be modeled loy their instructors and be

fully exemplified in the field and internship settings used

for teacher preparation.



Some Implications

Obviously, the preceding statement has been developed from a
particular perspective, derived from considering the principles of
Public Law 94-142. Although this important law has surprisingly cOmplex
and fundamental implications for teacher preparation, it is clear that
the contents of this paper represent only a part of what needs.to be con-
sidered in the formulation of a total program for teacher preparation.
Thus, it is intended that this statement be used as a stimulus for cre-.
ating a broader set of alternative statements about teacher education in
general.

A number of teacher educators and other persons who are interested
in teacher education have prepared responses to this paper in which.they
consider the broader implications for all of teacher education. ?They
raise critical issues about teacher preparation, such as the time and re-
sources necessary for effective teacher preparation. Perhaps this is the
time and occasion to agree solidly upon just how much time it does take
to prepare teachers for entry to the profession and to settle for no less
than that time. Other major issues surely needing attention include the
following:

How do we arrange instruction in undergirding,disciplines
and educational foundations that, besides.reflecting dis-
ciplinary structures, also reflects the structures and
realities of teaching/learning problems in the schools?

How can we arrange for sufficient flexibility in staffing
teacher education programs so that new elements of impor-
tance can be drawn from various departments of the college
or university?

How can we arrange the continuing development of present
teacher education faculties so that they can competently
address the emerging new issues--tnd challenges in teacher
education?

Are we expecting too much of the great mass of "regular"
teachers and do we need to work through a differentiated
staffing strategy as we try to Meet added challenges in

.

the classroom?

What are the implications of Public Law 94-142 and other
new forces for change for the preparation of non-teaching
school personnel?
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4.4

This statement was prepared in the belief that Public Law 94-

142 reverberates against the basic structures of teacher preparation --
that it amounts to a new and urgent call for examining the basic content
and structure of teacher preparation. It is hoped that this statement

- and the set of responding papers will become one force in energizing a .

new and more searching look at teacher preparation, not only by teacher

educators but, also, by other persons, such as policy makers and inter-

ested citizens, who believe that effective education for handicapped

students requires fundamental improvements in the preparation and perform-
ance of all educators. (See prevailing and preferred practices in Rey-
nolds and Birch [1978].) It is time to raise public school teaching to

the important professiorial status which it deserves and which the schools
and the public interest require.

At the time of this writing, work is underway in the office of

the National Support Systems Project at the University of Minnesota to

analyze each of the ten competency-clusters and the major elements of
processes of teacher education to delineate a set of topics -- perhaps 30-
to 40 in number -- on which efforts will be concentrated to develop mate-
rials useful in teacher education situations. The materials will be -

oriented, first, to assessment; that is, they will be useful to teacher
educators who wish to examine their own competencies and the,teacher

.preparation programs'they conduct for coverage of certain critical topics.

Sc_ond, they will provide sketches of the knowledge and skill bases in-

cluded under each topic; these should provide "starters" for teacher

educators who wish to make new efforts for improvement in the selected
areas. These materials should make it possible for teacher-preparing

institutions to "map".their strengths, weaknesses, and .needs in relation

to the crucial content and processes outlined in earlier portions of this
paper.
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A LIBERAL ARTS RESPONSE TO THE CONCEPT OF A

COMMON BODY OF PRACTICE

Helen D. Larwald1

Carlton College

The expression applied to a person who behaves in an outlandish

fashion suggests that he or she is either a knave or a fool. Although my

commitment to the goals of Public Law 94-142 is sufficiently great to

eliminate anxiety about the first possible designation, my lack of experi-

ence with the implementation of the law may make it difficult for me to
avoid the second. Nonetheless, it is my purpose to speak as best I can

to the issues raised by the Challenge paper. -- from the vantage point of

one who was educated in a large university system but has since spent some

20 years working with teacher education programs in small liberal.arts

colleges.

Before plunging into a discussion of the issues raised by the con-

cept paper, it is important to remind readers that liberal arts colleges,

as a category, include institutions of great diversity with respect to

size, philosophy, scope of program, and financial circumstance. Thus, my

reactions reflect only one perspective; I do not presume to imply any kind

of agreement among liberal arts colleges about teacher education.

In this paper's first section, I discuss the impact of Public Law

94-142 on teacher education programs in liberal arts colleges. The second

section delineates what I perceive to be the major issues raised by the .

Challenge paper's assumptions and recommendations, specifically, (a) the

philosophical issues related to the suggestion that the Individualized

Education Program (IEP) be made the focus for a professional culture; (b)

the extent to which that paper's recommendations appear to attribute lit-

tle value to liberal studies and to inflate the professional education

component of a teacher preparation program to an undesirable, unnecessary,

and unrealistic degree; and (c) the extent to which that paper deals pri-

marily with Public Law 94-142 in developing the identified competencies

rather than treating the law as part of a more comprehensive demand for

the individualization of instruction. The final section is an attempt to

duve1op a few guidelines which a liberal arts college might employ in re-

structuring its programs in teacher education to comply with the demand

1 Professor of Education.
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of Public Law 94-142 and the essence of the common body of prac-
tice.

The Impact of Public Law 94-142 on Liberal Arts Programs

One cannot assess the impact of Public Law 94-142 on teacher
education program3 which are based in small, liberal arts colleges
without considering the events that preceded the law and the context
from wl :11 it evolved. Civil rights legislation led logically to man-
dates for multicultural pducation, the elimination of sexism as well
as racism in school and society, and the implicit recognition of the
school as a proper vehicle for social reform. All these developments
oute their existence, at least in part, to the changing conceptioh of
equality of educational opportunity from the nineteenth century ver-
sion -- which meant giving all learners access to the same curriculum

to the current view that true equality requires differentiated and
unequal learning opportunities. Few would quarrel with the idea that
every individual in our society has an equal right of access to educa-
tional experiences that foster opportunities for maximum participation
in all of society.

Once one moves beyond these kinds of basic generalizations to
Aetermine ways in which generally accepted ideals are to be achieved,
however, honest disagreements arise concerning interpretations and the
implications of interpretations. Furthermore, as is often the case, a
dedication to new values does not obviate old ones or other new ones;
hence, a competitive situation arises_in whtqb_Pq4.411.1U-M2Prt4n.yalues_________
must compete for whatever "life space" is available. (Howsam, et al.,
1976.) Such is decidedly the case when one considers the impact of
Public Law 94-142 on teacher education programs in liberal arts col-
leges. The legislation comes on the heels of Inman relations require-
ment multicultural requirements, drug education requirements, increas7
ing demands for greater methodological skills, and a current tendency
toward certificatiom requirements that favor broad,subject area ap-
proacies rather than depth in a particular discipline.

For many liberal arts colleges, the added e.emands of Public
Law 94-142 could be the last straw the forces them either to abandon
their teacher preparation function or to accept the kind of restruc-
turing of teacher education programs that is called for in the con-
cept paper. The current practice of enlarging course requirements
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without increasing credit, in order to keep professional education re-
quirements within accepted boundaries, is unfair to both students and
faculty members. A sizable proportion of students in my own institution
already are finding it necessary to do student teaching after graduation,

which means that they are spending four and one-third years to' earn a
four-year degree. Given rising tuition rates, few can afford the added
expenditure of time and money.

Public Law 94-142 poses not only a life space problem for the

liberal arts college but, also, a staffing problem. Since many of these
kinds of colleges have small faculties, they may not have the necessary
specialization to provide all the learning experiences required, nor are
their student enrollments sufficiently large to warrant staff additions.

If a liberal arts college chooses to restructure rather than to
abandon its program in teacher education, it must deal with some diffi-
cult questions: how much additional knowledge and skill is needed by
the regular classroom teacher? How much life space must be added to the
professional education component cf a student's program to develop these
additional competencies? How can the liberal arts college meet these

new values without violating old ones -- for example, a commitment to the
idea that the best base for good teaching is a sound program of liberal
studies combining breadth and depth in a particular discipline? To what
extent can one rely on the transfer value of such a base; must every skill
and competency be taught directly? How much cimnpetence is it reasonable

to expect in establishing criteria for admission to a teacher educaLion
program? How much attention should one pay to other important values re-

ceiving emphasis at this time -- for example, global education, environ-

aental education, moral education, and law-related education?
_

The proposed common body of practice speaks to many of these

questions either directly or indirectly. The following section deals
with several major issues that arise in attempting to use the concept

paper as a basis for restructuring teacher education within a liberal
arts context.

Major Issues Raised by the Challenge Paper
_

The IEP as the focus for a prcfessional culture. The Challenge

r-aper presents a number of valid arguments to support the position that

the 1EP represents a natural focus for the development of a professional
culture. Perhaps basic to all the arguments is the assertion in the
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third section that the culture is based on "the concept of optimal indi-
vidual development, it demands of teachers broad knowledge and refined
abilities to diagnose, treat, and.evaluate across the broad range of
children's educational needs." Whereas one can agree that designing an
IEP demands the kinds of skills and abilities described in cluster 8,
using thd IEP as a focus for a professional culture raises some serious
practical and philosophical questions.

1. Using the IEP n this manner Smacks of a pathological model
that is inadequate to cover the full range of services required pf
teachers. An IEP must be sufficiently specific to identify high-pr!ority
goals and to give direction to instruction; it is doubtful whether IEPs
could or should be written to cover the yhole range of growth and develop-
ment which must be of concern to teachers at all times. Although it can
be argued that IEPs could be written to focus on important teacher beha-
viors, such as stimulating curiosity, encouraging creativity, and promot-
ing interests and concerns related to the common good, there is a real
danger that less than adequate attention will be given to such important
educational goals because of the requirement that IEPs be sPecifically
based on the perceived education needs of learners. Thus, the IEP should
serve as one important tool rather than as the only shaper of the profes-
sional culture.

2. This method appears to emphasize diversity without.due regard
,for the human universals that make us intelligible to each other and, thus,
facilitate positive, rewarding human interactions. All human beings share
emotions and existential concerns, such as death, sadness, joy, guilt, the
need for belonging, and achievement. The literature relating to Public Law
94-142 is replete with exhortations not to exaggerate differences, not to
set up false dichotomies between handicapped and "normal" persons. In a
touching article, Jean Fox (1970, describes her school experiences as a
polio victim forced to rely on leg braces or a wheelchair. She supports
emphasizing what the child can do, not what he or she cannot d May it
not be better also to prepare teachers to emphasize ways in whl the handi-
capped child is like other children rather than different? Sue an emphasis
need not obscure the need to individualize, but can put it in a more ap-
propriate perspective by providing a common base from which individualiza-
tion can emerge.

3. Somewhat related to the second question is that of whether the
1EP, s it is described in the Challenge paper, would place sufficient em-
phasis on primary educational goals as a basis for determining "children's
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A.

educational needs." Education must concern itself with a host of socie-
tal values that exist independently of individual differences and are re-
lated only indirectly to individual educational needs -- for example,
values relating to justice,."the common good," freedom, privacy, global
education, peace, and respect for individuals regardless of race, ethnicity,
creed, or sex.

4. It is not clear that there is,an adequate research base to make
individualization the focus for instruction and professional preparation.
Researchers such as Snow and Crombach (1976) assert that we know little
about the effects of various "treatments," except that there is a kind of
immutable law that adaptive techniques which are better for some children
are, by the.same token, worse for others. If we accept this conclusion,
what risks do we run in 'asking relatively uninformed persons such as
teachers and parents to be overly specific and technical about the diag-
nosis and treatment of children's educational needs?

5. Undue emphasis on the concept of the IEP may lead to the
preparation of teachers for a world that does not and will not exist.
The concept paper assumes that the IEP soon will be the basis of instruc,-
tion for all children. Given the legal provisions of Public Law 94-142,
there is a strong possibility that rights granted in the law soon will be
extended to all children. However, it is less clear how the public and
the schools will respond. LaCking the necessary funds to do otherwise,
many school districts already haye'found shortcuts; commercial establish-
ments already are mass produc;ni and marketing IEPs, presumably in response
to the demand created by thdeachers' lack of time to devise them inde-
pendently. Will the public give up the economy of group instruction and

. _ _

support the costs of coMplying with 'the spirit and intent of Public Law
94-142, as well as with other legislation pointing toward individualiza-
tion? Will individualization be another symptoth of what Lortie (1976)
called the pathology of American public education, namely, the "oversell
and underdeliver syndrome"? L am not arguing against preparing teachers
to engage in individualizing instruction. Instead, I support a broader
focus for professional preparation thae would enable the candidate to
develop competencies associated with the IEP within a larger context.

The larger-scale dimensions of the professional education com-_

ponent. The model presented in the Challenge paper would appear to in-
flate the professional education component cf a teacher education program
to an extent that is undesirable, uanecessary, and unrealistic, at least
fr.m a liberal arts point of view. It is undesirable because, given the
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framework of current four-year programs, it would appear to usurp too
much of the life space occupied by liberal studies. The model does not
appear to recognize the potential contributions of these studies to the
development of cL professional culture for teachers. Areas "A" and "B"
(the liberal:studies and subject specialty aspects of teacher education)
are seldom related to developing the identified competency clusters of
the niodel. Nor are they considered as a substantial base that could
represent a point of departure for refining and improving certain skills
through the clinical and field experiences which are provided in *the

. Trofessionat. component .

Is it really necessary for all elementary and secondary teachers
to have all the competencies identified in the clusters? To the liberal
arts proponent, it appears that the concept of developing a professional
culture, however meritorious, has taken precedence over the need to econo-
mize with regard to the amount of professional training required of
teachers. Further, the recommendations tend to include skills for the
implementation of differentiated staffing strategies while, at the same
time, giving the impression that all teachers need a vast number of com-
mon competencies. Does the search for a professional culture lead logi-
cally to the assumption that elementary and secondary teachers should
share the same culture? To what extent must the professional culture of
the classroom teacher and the special education teacher overlap? Do all
elementary and secondary teachers need to have direct instruction in
school curriculum, in all subjects, from K-12? Is it really necessary
for secondary teachers in all subject fields to know how to teach letter
formation, for example? Do all secondary teachers need to be able to
teach literacy skills "from the beginning up to at least fifth-grade
level"? If a student enrolled at the upper level needs lower level skills
in one arca, cannot an elemPntary or special education teacher provide the
expertise needed to develop and implement an appropriate plan?

Similarly, is it not possible to divide responsibility for teach-
ing advanced level skills among specialists who are already receiving
training in those areas -- for example, reading and writing to English
and social studies teachers, health to home economics and physical educa-
tion teachers, consumerism and law to social studies teachers? This is
not to say that all teachers ought not be prepared to model literacy skills
as well as personal development and life maintenance skills; the question
is whether they also need to be able to instruct in these areas.

Finally, it would appear that the large professional education
component envisioned in the Challenge paper is unrealistic in that it
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could not be completed in a four-year program without sacrificing other
important areas; a five-year program is not a reasonable alternative for

the high-cost, private liberal arts college at this time: In fact, such
a move could spell disaster. '

How many students, or parents of students, will pay the high cost
of private education for five years when the rate of returns is so low?
Even with a four-year requirement, students have sometimes reported be-

ing "strongly urged" by parents to transfer to public institut:_Jac after

they had decided to become teachers rather than lawyers or doctors. While
the added.investment of graduation from a prestigious institution is

viewed as having a "pay-off" value in law and medicine, this is not the
case with teaching. One frequently encounters students on financial aid
who will transfer rather than incur the debt of four years of private
education with the prospect of having to pay back the borrowed money out

of a teacher's salary. How much greater would this problem be if the pro-

gram requirement were increased from four to five years?

Another question which must be studied relates to popular opinion

regarding the employability of persons with M. A. degrees in today's
teacher market. It may be that students who have expended additional time

and funds in completing a five-year program would be at a serious disadvan-
tage in finding a teaching position.

A five-year teacher preparation program in a liberal arts college

would appear to be a viable option only if one or more of the following
conditions were present: (a) available market research demonstrated that

students would enter such programs and that they would be employable upon

completion; (b) the cost of the added year were subsidized with public

monies to offset the low rate of return; (c) teachers' salaries were in-

creased dramatically to offset the high cost of professional preparation;

and (d) states mandated a five-year program for all entry level positions

to avoid employment discrimination against applicants holding advanced de-
grees.

Public Law 94-142: A discrete entity or part of a larger context?

Although in the Challenge paper the IEP is proposed as the focus for re-

structuring an entire professional culture, and the clusters of identi-

fied competencies apply to other aspects of teaching as well, the analyses

and illustrations are largely concerned with the skills needed to carry

out the requirements of Public Law 94-142. This emphasis creates some un-
certainty about how other conditions requiring individualized instruction

4
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would be incorporated into the model. It would seem appropriate to avoid
unnecessary repetition in a-professional program by treating all handi-
capping conditions, those included in Public. Law 94-142 as well as those
resulting from race, culture, or sex, as variations on a common theme.
Thus, the focus would be on individualizing instruction rather than on
the specific conditions giving rise to the need. It would seem appropri-
ate for certifYing and accrediting agencies to address the issue of indi-
vidualized instruction for ll kinds of differences rather than institut-
ing separate standards for each one.

In summary, the issues raised in this section point to a need for
further discussion of and deliberation on certain aspects of the proposed
thodel. However, one cannot dismiss the validity of many of the recommen-
dations. There seems little doubt that many of the identified competencies
must be achieved and that the professional education component of teacher
.preparation programs needs to be expanded.

In the final section of this paper, I will present a few illus-
trative guidelines for modifying the model so that a liberal arts college
may restructure its programs without destroying it's basic values. They
do not.represent a complete model and are offered solely for the purpose
of providing some areas for discussion.

Some Proposed Guidelines for a Liberal Arts College

1. Liberal arts colleges should reaffirm and maintain their com-
mitment to prepare teachers in the liberal arts tradition -- teachers who
exhibit both breadth and depth of knowledge. The breadth represented by
the general education component provides experiences with the structure
and methodology of several disciplines, as these provide a framework for
advancing knowledge about ourselves and the world in which we live. It
is only througl!the study in depth of a particular discipline that stu-
dents cu 1,Livate the higher cognitive levels of thought we expect them to
teach and model for students -- for example, skill in analysis, synthesis,
and application. A program allowing for electives is important to per-
sonal growth and development.

Education for a pluralistic society needs teachers who reflect a
variety of educational traditions. The teacher-scholar concept may no
longer be viable in its pure form. However, as a hybrid of scholar and
technician, the liberal arts graduate should incline toward the scholar
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end of the continuum -- particularly in programs preparing teachers for

secondary sqhools. If liberal arts colleges can no longer produce a

distinctive `type of teacher reflecting the strengths of their institu-

tions, they rl\ay as well heed the advice of those who think they should

quit the busi\less.

2. TIlt professional culture of a teacher prepared in the liberal

arts tradition \should focus not on the IEP but on the capability for re-

flective, humanistic, democratic goal settihg and problem solving. This

is a.primary goal of_ liberal studies; it is a basic competency for teachers;

and it is transferable to a variety of teaching tasks and situations. Mak-

ing this goal the focus accomplishes two important objectives: (a) it places

some of the responbility for developing teaching competencies on the liberal

arts component where it most assuredly ought to be, and (b) it makes it pos-

sible for professional programs to concentrate on providing opportunities

for the further refinement and development of skills already present. In

this approach, study areas "A" and "B" (general liberal education and subject-

matter specialty) would be directly associated with each competency cluster.

3. Selection and retention criteria for teacher education should

be developed to assure that candidates have achieved a satisfactory level

of competence in basic liberal arts skills, including social skills and

attitudes as well as intellectual skills. As in other professions such as

medicine and law, those persons failing to meet such criteria should not

be admitted to teacher education programs. This condition wluld reduce

the scope of the professional education component in that it would not be

necessary to provide instruction in skills which should have been developed

elsewhere. Also, if after admission some students demonstrate deficiencies

in certain areas, the solution should not be to create and require a reme-

dial course for all students. Instead, as in the IEP model, the deficien-

cies should be eliminated on an individual basis.

If teacher educators continue in their reluctance to enforce strict

admission requirements, they can work with-colleagues in liberal arts de-

partments 'to develop IEPs for students needing rem2dial work before admis-

sion; however, the responsibility for implementing and evaluating such work

should rest with the major department until such time as the student applies

for readmission. This approach would appear to be realistic, given the op-

portunities for cooperation among faculty members from different departments

in a small college.

Experience has demonstrated that it is not necessary to teach each

competency directly when ono is dealing with students who demonstrate

4
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intelligence, initiative, and resourcefulness. Students who have learned
some basic approaches to identifying and obtaining the information they
need to carry out a particular task can learn to do many things without
benefit of direct instruction.

Illustrative of the kinds of skills (included in the model) which
should be developed prior to admission to the professional program are ef-
fective communication, ability to work and plan cooperatively with others,
the development of attitudes and values appropriate to professional teachers,
and the abiliLy to model literacy, personal development, and life malntenance
skills. To this list one could add many others -- for example, ability to
make critical judgments; ability to recognize congruencies and inconsisten-
cies in data; skills in making decisions, conducting research, and studying
independently; sersitivity to a wide variety of emotions and values; com-
passion; and understanding.

4. Courses in the foundations of a discipline ought to offer op-.
portunities to examine theories within the context of direct experience;
persons teaching these courSes also should be involved in the supervision
of clinical, field, or internship experiences. The small and unspecialized
nature of a liberal arts education faculty can be exploited to advantage
in this area.

At times, the Challenge paper seems to imply that foundational
studies are unrelated to teaching, as in the third section; " . .

those subjects can be regarded only as foundational; they provide an un-
derstanding of education but they do not prepare anyone to 'practice'
education." It is doubtful whether anyone should be permitted to prac-
tice education without such courses, since their function is to:provide
a framework for practice. They should present theories and categories that
initially guide and organize observation and, later, give meaning to tech-
niLal operations carried on by the candidate. However, not all founda-
tions courses fulfill this function.

Perhaps the first step in restructuring Cis aspect of teacher
education is to place persons teaching foundations courses in situations
in which they must apply their theories to concrete situations. If they
can do so for themselves, they are more likely to do it for students.
Also, if students are engaged in clinical or field experiences as part
of a foundations course, they will raise questions that relate theory to
practice.
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5. If liberal arts colleges are to fulfill their commitment to

traditional valueS, they must seek further economy in .the professional

education program by assuming a differentiated staff approach to teach-
ing. Given inescapable time limitations, it is better that faculty mem-

bers have specialized rather than only generalized skills. Most schools

should be able to develop a staff that includes someone having the skills

needed for any particular student. The professional culture concept adopted

in the Challenge paper does not seem feasible unless one establishes dif-

ferent cultures for el mentary and secondary teachers. Even in this in-

stance, the competencies included would have to be narrowed considerably.

6. The small college caa achieve further economy of time in the

professional education component by exploiting opportunities for continu-

ity of student experiences through continued-association with the same
faculty-member,3. Although there may be disadvantages at times, learning

can occur very effectively and efficiently when a candidate has the same

person as an instructor for a methods class, as a supervisor of related

clinical and field experiences, and again as a supervisor of student

teaching or internship.. The college supervisor can provide a clear and

consistent direction for the development of the candidate as a teacher,

while the participation of school personnel provides the necessary experi-

ence with different values, situations, and techniques. Further advantages

accrue from the fact that the faculty supervisor has a firsthand opportunity

to assess and improve the effectiveness of his or her methods class.

7. Programs should be designed to teach important skills as the

most effective time and place. For example, since the skills and knowl-

edge which are outlined in the referral cluster will vary to some extent

from school to school, it would probably be more efficient to teach the

referral concept within the specific context of the student teaching or

internship setting. As suggested in the paper, it is sensible that

teachers study a given handicapping condition in depth when they are deal-

ing with it.

8. The final proposal for the restructuring of liberal arts pro-

grams for teacher relates to the need to increase the total preparation

time. Even if the economies described earlier are achieved with regard

to the professional education component, the fact remains that there is

simply too much to be accomplished without violating the liberal arts col-

lege practice of limiting the time allocated to professional education to

one-sixth of the total program for secondary teachers, approximately one-

fourth for elementary teachers. It was stated earlier that a five-year
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program is not viewed 4s a viable optioa for the high-cost, private col-
lege at thepresent tiMe. Is,there another alternative?

It Seems reasonable to expect that if the public supports the
measures that have resulted in increased responsibilities for schools
and teachers, it also should support the idea of providing additiotal
training for teachers at public expense. For.example, a four-year pro-
gram plus a full-year internship might well provide the necessary time
to develop most of the recommended competencies. Colleges could engage
in cooperative arrangements with school districts so that candidates could
earn one-half to two-thirds pay for services rendered. Different models
could be explored within this framework; full-time student teaching with
no pay for a period of from 12-16 weeks and then full pay at the level of
a beginning teacher for the rest of the year; or 1/2 or 2/3 pay for a
comparable teaching load for the entire year. If it is demonstrated that
school districts lack sufficient resources to make this approach feasible,
a state or Federal program to provide funds should be established. Such
funding also must include money to cover the cost of intensive supervision
by college and school personnel, and money to provide inservice workshops
conducted by persons representing areas of specialization that are lacking
in a small college staff. In this regard, it would seem desirable for
small colleges to establish cooperative arrangements with larger institu-
tions rather than to duplicate services.

As in the case with most challenges presented to teacher educators,
the challenge of Public Law 94-142 and the recommendations of the concept
paper are less formidable than the task of finding the financial resources
required to do what must be and can be done. The public must display a
greater willingness to put its money where its ideals are than it has in
the past, if Public Law 94-142 is to escape the fate of becoming an addi-
tional example of the "oversell and under-deliver" syndrome Lortie discusses.
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ACCEPTING THE CHALLENGE FOR CHANGE IN TEACHER EDUCATION
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Identifying a common body of practice for educators poses many
challenges to teacher education. The concept of "clusters of capabili-
ties" common to all teachers of children and youth forces reexamination
of many of our assumptions about teaching and learning. These assump-
tions relate not only to curricular patterns but, also, to instructional
modes, organizational and support structures,.and resource allocations.
Thus, we suggest in this paper that modifications of some of the tradi-
tional assumptions are necessary to make teaeher education responsive to
sweeping changes in the social order exemplified by Public Law 94-142.

School's and teacher education institutions now suffer from a
series of dualisms that impede their effectiveness. An attempt to elimi-
nate or, at least, to reduce three of them -- the general/special educa-
tion dualism, the theory/practice gap, and the campus/field dichotomy --
is central to the Challenge paper,.and represents an objective implicit
in the following remarks. The complexity of the task and limitations of
space combine to permit attention to only one of the ten competency areas
identified: the professional interactions cluster. A similar explora-
tion of each of the other areas is needed to provide a basis for the funda-
mental reforms which are essential.

Demands for Reform Continue_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

The idea of massive reform in teacher education is clearly not
new. In a bicentennial commission report issued by the American Associa-
tion of Colleges for Teacher Education, the authors observed that "All of
us have known for decades that teacher education has never been adequate
. . . that changing conditions have made teaching progressively more dif-
ficult . . . . For too long, teachers and teacher education have

1 Dean of the College of Education and Professor, Department of
Curriculum and Instruction.

2 Chairperson and Associate Professor, Department of special Education.

3 Administrative Assistant, Dean's Grant Project.
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proclaimed their professional status, knowing that it was more aspira-
tion than reality" (Howsam, Corrigan, Denemark, & Nash, 1976). In the

late 1940s and 1950s, academics like Bestor (1955) and Lynd (1950) spoke

of educational wastelands and quackery in the teacher colleges. The
launching of Sputnik in the late 1950s triggered a wave of concern about

the inadequacies of science curricula in the schools and teaching in the
various subject areas.

Soon after the emphasis on the disciplines by scholars like
Bruner (1960) and.Conant (1964) came an awakened interest in the educa-
tion of the disadvantaged and culturally different. Social, economic,
and political concerns permeated the consciousness of many Americans dur-
ing the 1960s, and those who aspired to the "Great Society" looked to the
schools to allviate 'many of the grinding social ills of the era. Schools

were being judged inadequate to these challenges; critics like Silberman
(1970) blamed the shortcomings on the mindlessness of teacher education
institutions. Recently, the press for accountability has stirred much

interest in a competency-based approach, an emphasis that has implied

many changes in teacher education and certification practices.

In the 1930s and 1940s, social reconstructionist educators like

Counts posed the question, "Dare the schools build a new social order?"

They wondered whether schools could become a major force in societal
change. The emphasis on human rights generated after World War II, which
led to the struggle for civil rights and, recently, to the legal mandate

guaranteeing educational rights to handicapped children and youth, has

caused many educators to ask instead whether educational change can keep
pace with social reform.

The enactment of Public Law 94-142 represents a major cultural
reform. It provides the impetus for sweeping educational change.

Schools, rather than serving as a conscience for society and a stimulus

for societal rectonstruction, are struggling to respond to the legislative
mandates of our nation. If Gallagher's (1978) description of education

as a "mirror of society" is accepted, the image will remain distorted un-
til major educational reforms arc effected.

Although changes in our public schools seem to be lagging behind

compliance with the legislative mandate of Public Law 94-142, implementa-

tion of the law in school 'systems is already occurring at a faster rate

than comparable change in teacher education programs (Martin, 1974; Sharp,
1978). Teacher education institutions have been extremely slow to change.
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Many have not even begun to develop programs that prepare 'regular class-
room teachers to work with exceptional children. Gene,Hall (1978) and
his colleagues concluded, through their research, that "change is a pro-
cess, not an event," but the process in teacher education must begin im-
mediately if we are to remain relevant to the needs of the profession
(Paul, Turnbull, & Cruickshank, 1977).

Forces for reform. Research and technological developments dur-
ing the past decade have improved our chances of success in redesigning
teacher education to meet current educational needs. One body of signi-
ficant research relates to attitudinal change. It suggests, among other
things", that exposure of non-handicapped to handicapped individuals alone
is insufficient for the development of positive attitudes toward integra-
tion. Instead, exposure combined with carefully designed educational sup-
port rrocedures can change the attitudes of both children and adults (see .

summary in Morsink, 1979).

A second body of relevant research was developed in segregated
special education environments during the time when exceptional individ-
uals were excluded from the mainstream of education. The research demon-
strated that handicapped individuals can learn, rather than documenting
the reasons for their failure. It indicated that early identification
and treatment can prevent many handicapping conditions, that special tech-
niques and materials -- such as engineered classrooms, diagnostic-prescriptive
teaching, and objective-based instruction -- can facilitate learning in ex-
ceptional individuals. And it provided a new perspective on the reentry of
such persons into the public educational system if the system will use the
results of research to help these individuals realize their potential for
growth (soe summary by Thomas, 1979).

A third body of significant research relates to the process of
change itself. As a result of intensive studies by the Rand Corporation
(summarized by McLaughlin & Marsh, 1978) and by representatives of the
higher education community (see Arends & Arends, 1978; Hall, 1978), we
have gained insight into processes which can help us to effect change in
educational institutions.

We know more than before about how to change attitudes, how to
foster learning in exceptional. individuals, and how to facilitate educa-
tional change. We will continue to increase our knowledge base in these
and other relevant areas, but we know enough now to provide a basis for
a hold new view of teacher education. Although there is still much to
he learned, the insights we have gained in the last decade can greatly
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enhance our chances of success in designing teacher e 'cation programs
that will produce competent professionals.

The prognosis for success in reforming teacher education is now

further supported by increased sources of support for change. A recent
report by the Study Commission on Undergraduate Education and the Educa-

tion of Teachers (1976) disclosed that teacher education has.been receiv-
ing a loWer level of financial support than any'other professional pro-
gram in higher education. Frequently, shrinking higher education budgets
lend little encouragement to teacher educators; however, several other
factors suggest some promise for the future. One is the continuation of

support by the Bureau of Education for the Handicapped to schools, col-

leges, and departments of education through Deans' Grants, which'provide.

small but strategic amounts of money to support curricular change and
staff development.

Another promising factor is the recent introduction of a bill

in Congress to provide financial help for colleges of education inter-

ested in program revision and role reexamination (S. 360, the Schools of
Edualtion Assistance Act). Unlike previous legislation relating to per-
sonnel development, teacher centers, and similar measures, S. 360 pro-
poses direct financial aid to existing schools of education.

A third encouraging development that may impinge on the funding
levels of teacher education programs is the improved relationship now

developing between teacher organizations and teacher education institu-
tions. A strong liaison between the field practitioners and teacher

education units cannot fail to provide a more compelling basis for ex-

penditures that support quality professional programs in teacher educa-
tion.

Thus, the call for change in teacher education is not new. There
are, however, two promising developments that make change more possible
now than ever before: an expanding knowledge base for teaching growing
out of research and technology, and funding sources required to support

such change.

Changing Teacher Roles Require Changes in Teacher Education

One important implication of Public Law 94-142 for teacher educa-

tion relates to the conception of roles appropriate both to regular class-

room teachers and to teachers prepared in special education programs. The
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old concept of the "egg carton school" -- organized into a series of sepa-
rate compartments, each containing a standard size group of learners and
a single teacher -- is no longer meaningful. Instead, schools committed
to implementing the intent of Public Law 94-142 will need to bring to-
gether teams of teachers and other instructional personnel who represent
collectiVely the broad range of expertise necessary to meet a variety of
learning needs. Such teams will expand the concept of diagnosis beyond
the assignment of a label based on a child's deficits to the development
of alternative programs and experiences that will be responsive to the
child's needs. Membership on a diagnostic team will require the teacher
to be au.luquirer, an individual disposed to explore; to wonder, to con-
sider alternatives, and to collect data systematically in order to modi-
fy practice. This role implies that the present separation between edu-
cational research and classroom practice must be resolved, enabling
teachers to use systematic study results instead of personal experience
or conjecture to make classroom decisions.

Teacher education programs must provide students with opportuni-
ties for a variety of experiences to facilitate their learning the roles
of teat member and diagnostician. Students must be able to engage in ex-
perimentation; they must be permitted to formulate data and speculate on
their consequences; and they must become involved with experienced teams
of teachers who are engaged in active research to improve their own in-
structional practices. Suggestions for achieving this goal are presented
in the following sections.

Structural/System Changes Implied

Substantial changes will be reqUired in teacher education curri-
cula and instructional modes to prepare teachers for these new roles.
These changes suggest a need for fundamental modifications of the organi-
zational structure of teacher education units and the development of new
support systems to encourage collaborative efforts.

The new program emphases on teaming and diagnostic teaching call
for now kinds of relationships among teacher educators. It is unlikely
that we can achieve significant improvements in the integration of learn-
ing experiences and the linkage among program components with an organi-
zational structure that reflects fragmentation and artificial subdivisions.
Many colleges of education have been organized into departments that are
reflections of academic specializations. Although such a structure may
support graduate study in education, it may, in fact, impede the kind of
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integrated experience essential for effective preAervice teacher prepara-,
t:)n, It may be necessary, therefore, to reorganize schools, colleges,
and departments of education (SCDEs) and to bring together faculty mem-
bers from a range of specialty areas to improve their common task of
teacher preparation.

Restructuring organizational patterns. A number of colleges and
universities have already begun to break down old.special education/regu-
lar education and campus/field dichotomies. The programs at the Univer-
_sity of Oregon_ and Augustana:4ollege are illustrative-of- these.reorgant-.
zation efforts.

Gilberts and Weisenstein (1978) describe the reorganization of
the College of Education at the University of Oregon. Using a planning
model, the Oregon group solicited suggestions from a diverse constituency
through three advisory task forces that included field personnel. A col-
lege of education with 180 faculty members, 1100 undergraduates, and 500
graduate students, Oregon was reorganized from eight traditional depart-
ments to three divisions:, Teacher'Education, Center for Educational Pol-
icy and Management, and Developmental Studies. Teacher Education pres-
ently includes both Curriculum and Instruction and Special Education,
with offices located in the same building. This administrative structure
and physical proximity has encouraged collaborative research and planning.
Oregon has both noncategorical special education certification and dual
(regular/special education) teacher certification. Certification require-
ments, as well as newly acquired faculty members with both C & I and Spe-
cial Education backgrounds, were viewed as catalysts in the reorganiza-
tion effort.

Gerlach (1977) illustrates how a small private college can re-
structure its program. Augustana College, in Sioux Falls, South Dakota,
has a total enrollment of 2,200 students, with 41 faculty members in the
Department of Education. Prior to reorganization, Education and Special
Eduation were two separate departments, housed in different buildings.
The special education faculty members now serve as resource persons for
the regular education faculty, and the two groups meet for planning, shar-
ing, and staff development activities. Members of the reorganized faculty
have assumed responsibility for preparing all teachers to meet the special
nekds of all children by incorporating into each methods course a section
on dealing with children with snecial needs. There is a reciprocal.rela-
tionship between field and campus in the new program, with faculty mem-
bers becoming involved in field placements and field personnel sjrving as



advisors on curricular development. Thus, in both a large state university
and a small private college, reorgadization-has been used as a means of
strengthening:and integrating the program.

Supporting collaborative efforts. There are, however, alternatives
to massive administrative reorganization. Relatively minor changes in
exis,ting role expectations and reward structures could also facilitate the
kind of collaborative effort required by new programs. As they presently
exist, role expectations and,reward structures within schools, colleges,
and departments of education encourage individual achievement, such as
campus-based solo teaching and single-author publication (see Drew & Perry,
1978; Gilberts & Weisenstein, 1978). Existing structures seem to discour-
age the collaboration that will be essential at many levels: between stu-
dents, among faculty members with different specialty areas, between cul-
lege and public school personnel, and with professionals in related human
sn-vice areas. In the rest of this section, several possibilities are of-
fered for developing support systems for collaboration within existing
frameworks.

SCDEs could encourage joint research by making resources for pub-
lication more readily available to collaborators, These resources include,

. for example, assistance with research design, data analysis, professional
editing, and manuscript preparation. Imagine the impact if faculty members
engaged in collaborative research and publication related to program design
were given priority in the use of these resources! A college7wide advisory
group could determine the direction of program change and the questions for
study, and it could review proposals for program,related 'research, select-
ing those with the greatest potential impact on program redesign.

As institutions of higher education (IHEs) initiate efforts to up-
grade the quality of training programs, they will find it increasingly im-
portant to link their training efforts to those offered by field personnel.
IHEs might support the efforts of field personnel by appointing them to ad-
junct faculty positions. These positions would carry status as well as
access to campus facilities, such as libraries, laboratories, and oppor-
tunities in continuing education. performance criteria for adjuncts would
be developed jointly by campus and-field personnel; adjuncts would have
their competency validated through observations conducted by teams of pro-
fessionals. The rank of adjunct, therefore, would have real meaning --
that of a respected field practitioner who collaborates with campus-based
faculty as an equal partner in the educational process.
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The sabbatical leave is another existing support structure
wn,ch could be used in new ways to encourage collaboration between col-
lege faculty and field personnel. The institution could give priority
to requests for sabbaticals in which the faculty member would engage in
progr.am redesign through collaboration with.other members of the human
services professions. This policy could encourage college professors
to work in public agencies, to conduct on-site follow-up of graduates,
or to return to the public schools as.teachers, administrators, counsel-
ors, or participant/obseryers. The experiences would provide faculty
members with opportunities to renew their perceptions of school and the
roles which they prepare their graduates to perform.

The preceding Suggestions simply illustrate the many alternatives
for the support of collaborative efforts. Each is slightly different lout
all have something in common: They are ways to support the development,
implementation, and validation of a common, Integrated body of profes-
sional knowledge.

The Need_for Adcluate "Life Space"

Important as they are, efforts at more functional organizational
structures and reward systems supportive of collaboration are not enough.
The "life space" (Howsam et al., 1976) available to carry out the task of
preparing a professional teacher to meet the complex demands of today's
classroom is grossly inadequate. In a recent address to the AACTE annual
conference concerned with inservice education, Howsam (1979) pointed out
that teaching Is the only profession that assumes an initial training defi-.
cit tor entrants to its practice. Certification policies for teachers fre-
quently establish a requirement of additional formal study after a period
of teaching that may range from 3-10 years. Although the concept of con-
tinuing education is a desirable one for any profession, and indeed is a
rapidly growing trend in professions like medicine, other professional
practitioners enter practice after a training program that is considered
adequate to provide individuals with the basic preparation necessary for
effective functioning.

Examination of the complexity of the teacher's task in today's

world reveals that the life space available in existing four-year teacher
preparation programs is 'nsufficient. Sending beginning teachers out into
cla:-.srooms without an ae-quate level of preservice training raises a seri-
ous question ol safety to clionts. In addition, if teachers begin jobs
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w thout an adequate repertoire of teaching skills, they are likely to
v ew their task as one of survival and to settle quickly on a narrourband
ol teaching behaviors that enable th'em to "get by."

Unfoz-tunately, some of the competencies needed for an adequate
1ev.1 of preparation are not even introduced to currently enrolled pre-
ser ice teachers, and others are considered only perfunctorily. Mastery
of .uch competencies undouktef.11y requires additional life space. However,
.tim alone is not tho answer, since mastery, rather than duration of ex-
postre, is the critical factor. Cleal:ly, there is an obvious and urgent
.nee for extending the pr,tparistion time in those states that limit teacher
preparation to 18 semester- hours, including student teaching. But five
year of preservice training is no mot.,! a guarantee of quality than four.
Exte ding preparation time to permit addreSsing the present components in
a mo e leisurely fashion, or simply providing further opportunities for
repe itive practice of the same skills, is a simplistic solution. Instead,
teacler educators addressing the issue of life space must examine anew all
the e ements of preservice preparation -- general studiRs, pre-education
in th undergirding disciplines, subject specialities, and professional
studi s -- and assign to each the time.and other resources necessary to
insure,competent professionaj performance.

Although we are urging the identification of a common body of prac-
tice for teachers, and we believe that preservice mastery of the competen-
cies outlined in the ten clusters would represent a safe level of entry
into the profession, in no sense are we.equating that generic knowledge
with a neatly prescribed ser: ot standardized procedures. The professional
lives in an ambiguous world, a world of work that defies standardization
(Olmsted, 1977). The nature of clients, the problem, the setting, and per-
sonal excellence all impinge :,r1 the task of the educator. Preservice prepara-
tion experiences necessarily must emphasi;:e generic kinds of knowledge and
skills, providing a foundation for succesF.fult.eaching in specific settings
to serve particular student needs.

Such an approach neither aims at standardized answers to particu-
lar teaching/learning problems nor is satisfied with dealing generally or
vaguely with teaching problems that are rooted in real situations. Instead,
an emphasis on generic knowledge recognizes the broad range of specific
teaching problems encountered in a particular community, school, or class-
room, and attempts to identify common threads or principles upon which the
professional ,2ducator can design truly individualized educational experiences
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for students. In order to properly address life space needs and to
provide teaching candidates with the necessary generic competencies,
attention.must be given to the retooling and extension of preservice
teacher preparation programs.

-

An Examination of the Professional Interactions Cluster

'The Challenge.paper presents a need for the reexamination of
teacher preparation in ten competency clusters which are judged essen-
tial for all teachers. This paper outlines one of the essential role
changes for educators implied by Public'Law 94-142: becoming a member
of a diagnostic/prescriptive team. Here, we present an expansion of
some of the ways in whiCh teacher education institutions might help
trainees to develop the competencies assigned to this cluster. The dis-
cussion illustrates both the nature of the life space,problem and the
exciting opportunities which its reexamination'creates.

The professional interactions cluster suggests that teachers
should be able to function as members of teams, with all members sharing
responsibility for the child's education. This concept requires a shift
from the isolated-mode of operatIon used by most teachers to a coopera-
tive mode with interactions between and among teachers, parents, .1.1c1 other

professionals. In these interactions, teachers will need to be able to
, plan, consult, collaborate, and negotiate with others.

Professional interactions require participants to be able to ex-
press their ideas in simple, direct language rather than in jargon speci-
fic to their roles. They heed to be able to listen to opposing viewpoints
without regarding these expressed differences as attacks on their behavior
or values. They need to view one another as specialists In limited as-
pects of a problem so that all are equals, rather than some experts and
other "laypersons" (1.e parents know best how their children developed
and 'how they react in the home environment; classroom teachers are the
specialists on behavior in the classroom; pSychologists are the experts on
the interpretation of tests, etc.).

A key implication emerges for teacher preparation programs: They
must themse Ives serve as models for the concepts of instructional teams
and professional interactions. Instead of being content only with didac-
tic approaches to initial teacher preparation, teacher education programs
must provide interactional experiences and opportunities for modeling.
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In the following subsections, the components of the professional
interactions cluster are discussed and examples are given of how these
components can be presented and evaluated in teacher education programs.
Provisions for traditional knowledge acqpisition, modeling techniques,
and opportunities for active student involvement are described. These
examples are meant only as illustrations and should not be construed as
specific requirements for mastery of the competencies delineated.

Planning. Teachers need to be able to engage in planning with
others. Planning should focus on the development, implementation, eval-
uation, and revision of the individual Student's instructional program, and
the relationship of that program to the general curriculum and the post-
school demands placed on the student by society. Course work in planning
would follow basic course work in assessment, instructional objectives,
programming, and evaluation -- all of which are included in the clusters
on curriculum (scope and sequence) and the basic skills (particularly
those described as survival skills).

Laboratory experiences could include guided observation and analy-
sis of planning conferences in which individual programs are developed.(

% They should incluJe observation of group planning sessions for different
types of exceptional learners. Interdisciplinary assessment and diagnos-
tic clinics would be excellent sites for practicum experience in such ob-
servation. Students would be able to observe multi-faceted diagnostic
reports, cross-disciplinary clinical staffings, and professional confer-
ences.

During the practicum, students could begin to participate in group
planning sessions. They might, for example,_ make classroom observations
on the effectiveness of a child's Individualized Educational Program (IEP)
and present the data they had collected as evidence of whether specific ob-
jectives had been mat. This activity would enable trainees to participate
as valued peers while simultaneously learning to solicit and reinforce the
contributions of colleagues.

Consultina. Teachers will need 0 be able to serve as consultants
to co-workers in cases in which special expertise is needed. Subject-
matter specialists need to be consultants on the cirriculum in their aca-
demic field; age-level teacher specialists, such as kindergarten teachers,
need to be consultants on expected behaviors by developmental stages, and
so on. Development of the consulting component of the interactions clus-
ter will require basic course work in oral and written expression. In
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addition, course work in standard medical, psychological, and educational
terminology, along with psychology courses that include group distussion
techniques, values clarification, and non-directive counseling _techniques,
should be provided. Each teacher will need to learn to be receptive to'

suggestions of consultants and to realize that lack of knowledge is not
indicative of failure.

It would be iMportant to include the modeling of positive rein-
forcement behaviors and of interactions with other professionals in the
preservice experiences. The trainee should be able to observe many
models of interactions in which other professionals both share expertise
and solicit it. It will be especially important for special education
teachers to develop skills in consultation because serving as resource
persons will be a major part of their role. In their laboratory activi-
ties, students should observe experienced teachers engaging in real and/
or mediated conferences with fellow teachers, principals, parents, and
pupils. Students should view both good and bad models of practice, and
should engage in guided discussions designed to help them to become more
aware of constructive conferring strategies.

Colleges could provide special education majors with a practi-
cum experience in consultation in their multiple-section introductory
course on exceptional individuals. Assuming that the course was re-
quired for all education majors, it could be developed by a cross-
departmental team and taught by faculty members from several depart-
ments. The special education majors would serve as teacher aides to
regular faculty members teaching the course, by demonstrating special
education techniques (e.g., how to Iift and transfer orthopedically

handicapped children; how to operate a hearing aid). This experience
would provide a preservice practicum in consultation for special edu-

cation majors and, simultaneously, offer an innovative form of support
for collaborating faculty.

Collaborating.. Teachers will need to know how to collaborate
with colleagues who share responsibility for an individual student's
program. The reading teacher, for example, will need to select in-

structional materials that complement and reinforce the skills pre-
sented by the classroom teacher. Course work in this area would over-
lap with that in the clusters on individualizing instruction, curri-

culum design, and basic skills, as well as with other components of

the interactions cluster.
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In developing this skill, teachers in training will need to ob-
serve collaborative efforts (grade-level planning, eam teaching)
modeled by experienced teachers and college faculty members. College
courses which can be developed and taught by cross-departmental teams
could provide excellent models of collaboration. For example, suppose
students in Social Work, Education, and Rehabilitation Counseling all
needed a course in the medical aspects of disability. All three de-
partments might develop one course jointly, cross-listing it under all
three areas. Each department would assign a faculty member to the in-
structional team. Collaborating faculty members could interrelate the
lectures and encourage joint student projects. They also could help
students in each specialty to understand how a particular subskill re-
lates to a more generic treatment of a child's problem.

Practica should include short-term experiences in which trainees
team teach or jointly implement instructional and/or management plans
for real children in supervised field-based settings. Evaluation of
this experience should be based on the children's mastery of a skill or
objective on which trainees collaborated to instruct them.

Experience in collaboration might. be provided to students work-
ing in organized "teams" which are composed of prospective teachers who
represent different stages or years in the preparation program. For exam-
ple, a team might be composed of a beginning teacher education student at
the sophomore level whose field experience was largely focused on ob-
servation and routine classroom support duties; a more advanced student
capable of assuming individual tutorial or practice session direction;
and an advanced student from general or special education who was in-
volved in student teaching.

The opportunity for the advanced student to assume responsibility
for some direction and coordination of his or her less-experienced col-
leagues could provide a group experience that is presently lacking in
most preparation programs. Similarly, both the advanced and other stu-
dents at different stages of professional preparation could benefit from
the obligation to relate their planning and impleoentation efforts to
those of.their colleagues. Further, provisions for the involvement of
parent volunteers in the same instructional training teams could both
foster parents' understanding of the objectives of the school and de-
velop prospective.teachers' abilities to relate to parents and enlist
their aid ill iacilitating the learning experiences of their children.
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Negotiating. Teachers need to know how to negotiate with others
when ther goals, values, philosophies, or priorities differ. They need
to learn how to negotiate productively without being rigid ordefensive.
This skill would require basic course work that includes mastery of the
literature on resolving conflicts and achieving consensus, and would fol-
low demonstrations of related competencies in conferring, consulting, and
planning.

Modeling, laboratory, and practicum experiences should include
guided observations of experienced teachers negotiating with various
groups and individuals. Students then should participate in negotia-
tions of many different types that would involve them in the resolution
of various problems and differences.

Evaluation. The assessment of a student's mastery of the skills
of planning, consulting, collaborating, and negotiating will take place
at various levels. At the didactic level, the asgessment.ot knowledge
can be determined by standard testing procedures. At the practicum
level, evaluation will involve observation of a trainee's participation
and assessment of contributions. The quality of an interaction, perhaps,
can be measured best by its result: Consensus is reached but no parti-
cipants either "win" or "lose," and, in the judgment of an independent
observer, the welfare of children takes precedence over all else.

Summary: magnitude of the life space issue. The life space is-
sue is not a simple question of adding a predetermined span of time to
the teacher preparation program. It is, instead, a problem of providihg
enough preservice time and other resources for mastery of the essential
skills at a safe level for beginning practice. The preceding examples
illustrate the magnitude of the life space requirements for even one of
the suggested competency clusters.

Nor is the addition of the skills in the other clUsters a one
dimensional arithmetic problem; beyond mastery of each is a higher level
of performance resulting from the synthesis cf all clusters. In the past,
higher education curricula have been disposed to present content in iso-
lated bits and pieces, leaving to the individual student the difficult
Lask of making the connections. While meaning obviously will continue
to be determined by each learner, planners of the new program can do much
Lo facilitate the perception of linkages and interrelations. If we are
to expect such integration of effort and program components in our ele-
mentary and secondary schools, it is essential that we provide a model
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of program synthesis in the preparation of prospective teachers. Our
present life space is wholly inadequate for the task.

The Power of an Ideal

Perhaps one of the most significant implications of Public Law
94-142 for teacher education is that it is a stimulus for the establish-
ment of new goals for schools, colleges, and departments of education.
Teacher educators have known that teaching and learning could and should
be better,.but we have devoted little time to reflecting upon the things
which we would like to have in our profession and in American education.
Aspirations have a way of conditioning reality, however, and too often
lack of vision becomes a major force in perpetuating the problems we ..con-
front. Speaking of the power of an ideal, John Dewey long.ago reminded
us that just as the aims and ideals which are generated through imagina-
tion change as they are applied to existent conditions, so the interac-
tion between the ideal and the real serves to modify existent conditions.
If this assertion is true, the aspirations stirred by our wish to respond
positively to the challenge of Public Law 94-142 in fact can modify the
reality in which we function. Teacher education must help teachers in
preparation to be in contact with reality, but it must help them also to
realize what could be. Beginning teachers must be able to survive in the
classroom as it is, but if education is *:(3 improve -- and it must -- they
also must have a vision of its potential and the skills to alter its course.
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THE CHALLENGE OF PUBLIC LAW 94-142

TO THE STRUCTURES OF SCHOOLING

Harold E. Mitzell

The rennsylvania State University

The Problem

Educators in the United States, for the most part, appear to be
unaware of the changes implied for the processes of education in two
legal instruments executed almost 20 years apart, one by the Supreme
Court and the other by the Congress. The first, of course, is the de-
segregation ruling that mandated an equal, unsegreated education for
children of all races and nationalities; the second is Public Law 94-142,
The Education for All Handicapped Children Act of 1975, that entitles all
handicapped children and youth aged three to 21 to a free public educa-
tion in the least restrictive environment.

The major focus of the papers in this volume, and properly so,
is on developing appropriate responses by teacher preparatory institu-
tions to the demands these laws make on the public schools of the na-
tion. in this chapter I. consider a set of assumptions -- different from
those in the Challenge paper -- and suggest a new way to think about
schooling in the United States in the light of Public Law 94-142.

Assumptions. The fundamental assumption of the Challenge paper
seems to be that the schools can and will make necessary changes in per-
sonnel se lection, adapting to individual pupil needs, and serving the
handicapped population. This assumption depends, in turn, on the anti-
cipation that the schools, colleges, and departments of education (SCDEs)
mill be able to modify existing personnel preparation programs to accom-
modate the large number of new skills and objectives which must be ac-
quired by preservice teachers. Further, the demands of Public Law 94-142
rest on the assumption that 2.5 million teachers and other educators al-
ready in service can, within a reasonable time, acquire the necessary
skills and abilities through inservice programs.

The majority of papers in this volume place the responsibility
tor addressing the mandate primarily on the shoulders of teachers and

1 Associate Dean for Research and Graduate Studies, College of Educa-
tion.
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teacher education institutions. Indeed, at first glance, this appears
to be the only group with sufficient size, influence, and accessibility
to children to adapt to the new demands. The shorthand reference to the
Challenge paper and its supporting commentaries2 might be the "teacher
education solution." A good question to pose, however, is, "Is it pos-
sible and reasonable for preservice and inservice teachers tr acquire
new skills and clusters of competencies to meet the needs of handicap-
ped pupils, while the other functions and structures in schooling main-
tain the even tenor of their ways?" I argue in this paper that the an-
swer to this question Is "No!" and that other changes in schooling will
have to take place before teachers with revitalized training can rea-
sonably expect to bring schools into compliance with the mandate.

Historical development of a basic schooling model. The his-
torical roots of the schools encompassed by the nation's more than
16,000 school systems go back, of course, to colonial Dame's schoOls,
to their gradual evolution into one-room rural schools, followed by ag-
gregations of "one rooms" into graded urban schools. Clustering class-
rooms together had the obvious advantage of making the comprehensive
high school a viable alternative to one-room schools, enabling diversi-
fication and specialization in subject matter as early as possible af-
ter the common subjects had been mastered by the pupils (Conant, 1967).
over the years, society's growing commitment to good schools and the
increasing expenditures of public tax funds have inevitably created the
need for administrative and support personnel of all types. Meanwhile,
little has changed in the basic responsibilities of the classroom teacher.

Three direct components combine in the schooling situation,
with the expectation that subject-matter knowledge will be mastered:

1. the learners with their varying aptitudes and interests;

2. the teacher or some other agent of instruction; and

3. the materials of instruction.

The teacher's role always has been to develop a mini-system or plan of
instruction in which these elements are manipulated to bring about pupil
growth in desired directions. This overly simplified model of schooling
continues to be the ba.iic model, despite widely divergent curricula, new
social engineering objectives of society, and now knowledge about the dif-
terences in learning aptitudes of children of all ages. This model, so

_

2 The paper in this volume by Kevin Ryan is an exception to the generali-
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heavily dependent upon the skills of the first-level practitioner, has
continued to be employed despite the problems (e.g., busing, feeding,
exercising, and socializing) that arise from trying to educate children
equally in large groups. Administrators, supervisors, librarians, coun-
selors, psychologists, social workers, and other specialists seem to
have been added to the schools to deal with the problems created by ag-
gregating laige'numbers of pupils in buildings. The primary aelivery
method for instruction, despite the growth of schools, still involves
the teacher, the "book," and a manageable-sized class of youngsters.

Teacher pressure for homogeneity in classes. While accepting
the gneral responsibil' Irfor helping'children to acquire subject mat-
ter, teachers have e to view themselves as a special interest group;
they complain when administrators put too many students in their clas-
ses, when there are not enough books to go around, or when a handicap-
ped child requires too much of the available instructional time. A
major strategy in American public schools always has been to aCcommo-
date the needs of the largest number of pupils within the basic class-
room model. When classroom groups became too large, teachers worked
diligently to reduce the spread of individual differences by seeking
the removal of retarded and iensorily handicapped pupils, as well as
the unruly and, even on occasion, the gifted.

Processes such as grade acceleration and grade retention have
been strongly supporled by teachers in their attempts to make their
classes more homogeneous in achievement and, consequently, their jobs
more manageable. At the secondary level, teachers believe that course
prerequisites reduce heterogeneity. Although researchers have shown
for some time.that reducing the heterogeneity of pupils in classes (i.e.,
tracking) is not an effective pedagogical strategy (Goldberg, 1966), the

awareness is relatively recent that handicapped and minority children'

were being denied their civil rights by attempts to exclude "deviant"
individuals from regular classrooms.

In our Lifetime teachers have been asked by parents, adminis-

trati,rs, school boards, state departments of education, and the general

public to expand their teaching objectives from the narrowly conceived

"three Rs" to include health, driver training, socialization, character

development, cultural values, taste, capitalism, consumerism, addiction

prevention, and a host of other worthwhile social goals. Assistance to
thy individual teacher for the "add-ons" has been minimal, and preser-
vice preparation in these areas aas typically been negligible.
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Teachlnz_i.s_already too difficult. Now, the Challenge paper ap-
pears to be asking teachers and the inStitutions that prepare them to
take a major riew step toward making the generalist role of teacher even
mor difficult and more demanding. Teaching under the simplified model,
in which a.single minimally trained adult is responsible for the design,
development, and implementation of an instructional system, has reached,
its practical limits. The job of being a teacher in the typical school
environment, as we have seen, has gradually become more difficult. The
new social demands laid upon professional practice by Public Law 94-142
can be predicted to precipitate a breakdown of services and many in-
stances of teacher "burn-out" if serious attempts are not made to re-
structure the basic delivery system for schooling.

Anyone who has given sizable amounts of time to classroom ob-
servation is struck by the massive amounts of pedagogically off-target
time spent by children, the disproportionate amount of teacher talk to
pupil talk, the tremendous influx of stimuli, and the teacher's diffi-
culty in sorting out and recording anything more than a hazy notion of
each pupil's progress. Yet, it.is proposed to add ten more clusters of
competvnce onto this already inadequate classroom interaction model. In
the next secion L examine where the "comuion body of practice" is likely
to fail in carrying out the provisions of Public Law 94-142, unless we
can change the way schooling is conceived, organized, and operated.

Pressure Points in Clusters of Competencies

The Challenge paper discusses quite cogently the ten competency.
clusters which teachers will have to acq6ire the achieve the goals of;
Public Law 94-142. However, these changes in teacher skills can be
brought about only after schooling has been reconceptualized and re-
structured along very systematic lines: after the self-contained class-
room has been replaced as the, fundamental unit for delivery instruction.
In the meantime, where are the cluster competencies least likely to be
fulfilled, given the present dependencl upon small instructional'non-
systems?

Teachinz basic skills. According to the Challenge papaer, all
teachers should be able to teach three types of basic skills: literacy,
life maintenance, and personal development. These skills will be an im-
portant new acquisition for secondary teachers of subject matter whose
classes include handicapped students. However, I predict that because
secondary teachers of physics, mathematics, English, social. studies,
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and other academic subjects have such deep commitment.- to their subjects
and to their students' achievement of normative amounts of knowledge,
they will be reluctant to use their time for diagnosis, prescription,
and remediation in literacy training, life maintenance, and personal de-
velopment. The typical teacher in this category will be unuElually reluc-
tant to deal individually with a handicapped youngster outside of his or
her subject field. In general, it is subject-matter expertise that sets
high school teachers apart from other educators; it may be impossible to
get their voluntary compliance for instructing handicapped students in
subject matter outside their fields. It is not that academic teachers in
secondary schools are against "the handicapped"; while supporting the
schools' and society's efforts to educate handicapped children, they just
do not want to du the job in their classrooms. It may be that the earliest
solutions to the problem in high schools will be the use of the resource
room model for basic skills teaching.

At the college or preservice preparation level, the counterpart
of the secondary subject teacher is the liberal arts and sciences profes-
sor. In some ways, this professor is a model for the academic secondary

.teachor. The problem of changing the basic values of this group of edu-
cators seems difficult indeed. Their values, attitudes, and preferences
often carry as much or more weight than those of teacher educators in the
professional field.

In the school. itself, the problem of teaching literacy, life
maintenance, and personal development to handicapped learners in rega-
lar classrooms is made difficult by the absence of satisfactory curricu-
lar materials for self-instruction or isolated study. When teachers do
not know a subject well, they frequently turn to.self-study curricular
materials. enfortanately, in the case of basic skills, too few self-
study items are available.

Profe;:sional interactions. To meet the mandate, teachers will
have to be prepared to increase greatly the extent to which they prac-
tice ettective consultation and other forms of professional communica-
tion. The development of an IEP for every handicapped child clearly de-

pends on negotiation, collaboration, conferring, interviewing, and other
terms Or professional communication. 3 Teachers, because of the 'limited

scope of their current preparation, are not well equipped to engage in
Litcso They have been uncomfortable with parents ever since

i sec pape,r by Dean Denemark and his associates for an excellent discus-
on ot the types of interactions teachers are required to handle in

their protj,ssional roles.
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sizable nhmbers became articulate college graduates and professionals.
Except at the level of the specialist degree, teacher education does
little to prepare teachers for child advocacy or for the kind of col-
laboration which is implied by IEP development and implementation. The
classroom model of instructional behavior that is characteristic of
most schools obviously does not provide time for teachers to engage in
interviewing their peers, consulting with experts, conferring with par-
ents, referring to Specialists, and generally attending to the duties
that result in a high quality IEP. Preparation for these roles is not
necessarily complex at the preservice and inservice levels, but the
training may be to no avail unless teachers' attitudes about themselves
and their relationships with others in the educational enterprise become
more aggressive and more team oriented. Howsam, Corrigan, Denemark, and
Nash (1976) have argued vigorously for this point under the rubric of
increasing the professionalism of. teachers.

The model of the individual self-contained classroom as the
predominant delivery system for schooling has had the particular advan-
tage of conferring Job freedom upon practitioners. Teachers usually
have felt that they were entdtled to close the clasSroom door and en-
gage in instruction. The mores of teaching held that it was nobody's
business what pedagogical processes were used by teachers to'reach the
goals of the school. Researchers on systematic classrckem observation
projects report that these attitudes are breaking down some-.!hat. How-
ever, it is not clear whether all teachers can entrust t.he responsibility
for children's learning to a team rather than assuming it themselves
(Medley & Mitzel, 1963).

Individualized teaching. A third pressure point in implementing
Public Law 94-142 is the competency cluster that highlights the need for
individualized teaching by all teachers. Given the typical pattern of
schooling with its excessive dependence on the skills and energy of one
,.lassroom teacher, this requiretent represents a change in the prepara-
tion of teaehers. When children in a classroom are handicapped aad 1EPs
are required, teachers will have to exercise complex skills of diagnosis
and prescription. liv diagnosis 1 mean the assessment of an individual
student's strengths and weaknesses in achievement and learning potential,
togcther with c,,timaces of the probable causes of the conditions.

lo he able to diagnose in an educational :iense depends in turn
tinalv honed knowlcdge ot bath standardized and teacher-made tests,

ko.li a,. the encral sequence at a common school curriculum. Many of
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the concepts required for an accurate Interpretation of test findings
on an individual child are statistically complex and varied, depending
upyn the test development data. Teachers who have haOlo more than an
undergraduate introductory course in "tests and measurements" are not
wll eno ugh equipped to do minimal educational diagnosis and prescrip-
tion.

In addition to having the clinical assessment skills that are
inherent in test interpretation, teachers need to know a great deal more
about chi development and the developmental sequencing of instruction.
For example, instructing a child in long division without determining
his or her kiLl levels in multiplication, addition, and subtraction is
not good instructional management. 4

The Challenge paper correctly points to the need for college pro-
fessors who train teachers to provide good models of individualized in-
struction. The same recommendation also cautions us on the importance
of student teaching placement. In student teaching, the cooperating
teacher should provide an individualized teaching model for the student
Leacher to emulate.

Thus, thtqe are several pressure points in the "teacher educa-
tion solution" to the educational,problem posed by Public Law 94-142.
In summary, the next decade we will find it extremely difficult: (a)
to encourage Leachers to function as assertive equal members of profes-
sional educator teams, (b) to require high school subject-matter spe-
cialists to provide direct instruction in the basic skills to the handi-
capped, and (c) to establish functional competenries for all teachers
in ,individualized teaching, diagnosis and prescription, and test de-
velopment and interpretation.

Alternatives Lo a "Teacher Education Solution"
. _

Is the self-contained classroom so ingrained in our social fab-
ric that it cannot be chang2d or modified? ls the classroom unit the
onfv cost-effective :;tructure fur carrying out instruction? It is quite
obvious that Public Law 94-142 makes a new major demand upon the edu-'ea-
lional enterprise, but that demand cannot be met by merely upgrading the
yiality and complexity of the services performed by the major component

4 Soe the :irt competenc cluster in the Challenge paper.
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of the educational work force without changing anything else about
schooling.

Viewed from the perspective of history, the role of the
in traditional schooling has evolved from the structure of schoo
around the physical aspect of the classroom. Changing the role
regular classroom teacher or generalist, as advocated here, woul
viously require the rethinking and redesign of the Structure of
ing. Considered as a system, the classroom unit is too small f
ficient, effective work production. It can be argued that an e

eacher

ing

f the

ob-

school-

r ef-

ementary
school wfth 25 pupils and 25 teachers in 25 different classroonis is not
one system but 25 different subsystems coexisting in approximately the
same "life space." Administrative, psychological, remedial, and library
services have been grafted on and used in varying amounLs to support
teaching activities.

One consequence of the "too small" operating unit in the school
seems to be eclecticism and incoherence. I have argued elsewhere (Mit-

1977) that these characteristics make it impossible to develop and
test a theory of schooling and to determine badly needed cause-effect
relations before we can improve schooling. Another consequence of the
small size of the school's operating unit, which is highJighted by the
demands of Public Law 94-142, is the lack of specialization in instruc-
tional skills in the typical classroom. If you take away subject-matter
preparation at the elementary and high school levels, the teacher's re-
maining behavior is that of generalist. Teachers know a little about
optimizing the conditions for learning, curricular sequence, grouping,
testing, diagnosing, and prescribing.

However, Public Law 94-142 will demand much higher degrees of
specialization in adapting to the needs of the handicapped. [This point
seems to be especially true if about one out of every eight youngsters
is mildly Lo severely handicapped.] Shall we retain the classroom as
thc major operating unit and attempt to raise the level of preparation
for all classroom Leachers significantly? Or shall we redefine the
school as the operating unit and seek specialization among smaller num-
bers of school personnel? Is it time to try to bring the advantages
ot "systems" thinking into schools for instructional purposes and to
minimize the disadvantages that might be described as impersonal and
mechanistic values?

Although there is a strong distruct of medical analogies, educa-
tor:; should ponde r what has been happening to systLms of primary health
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care delivery in the United States since 1950. One notices immedi-
ately the near disappearance of the old style-family doctor or gene-
ral practitioner among physicians. Even the remaining small number of
C.P.s depends heavily upon laboratory tests, x-rays, and group practice
models. G.P.s do not often make house calls and they are quick to refer
a patient to a specia)ist or clinic for more extensive and thorough diag-
nosis. As a consequence, primary health care is much more expensive,
even when adjusted for inflation, than it was when general practitioners
were themselves carrying out the majority of the functions. Almost no
one doubts that the major shift toward specialization among physicians
has reSulted in better health care, however. There was and,continues
to be a nostalgia for the former relationship between the family doctor
or C.P. and the patient, but it must be obvious that the country cannot
have quality health care if it is heavily dependent on services provided
only by generalists.

In education, we are still living with romantic notions about the
value of the relationship to one teacher. It appears to me that
we will be no more successful in improving education for handicapped (or
non-handicapped) pupils than professional medicine was in improving health

-care until it developed specialization of personnel and sophisticated sys-
tems of delivery.

At the preservice level of teacher training, the new requirements
to meet the mandate of Public Law 94-142 fully may demand as much as two
additional academic years of training beyond the traditional B.A. The
increased preparation of teachers inevitably will mean higher personnel
costs for school.. Will it be cheaper and more effective in the long run
to develop instructional systems in schools that depend upon differential
staffing, specialization of personnel functions, and instructional tech-
nology?

What are some of the dimensions of change that might accompany the
adaptati,m of a systematic approach to schooling? First, I would expect
schools, both elementary and secondary, to be smaller -- on the average,
to accommodate no more than 400 pupils. The uppei limit should be such
that every staff person is acquainted with every child. This criterion
is similar to the schooling values sought by the "school-within-a-school"
movement. It also tends to be more characteristic of British schools than
ot American schools.

Second, the staff would be specialized around clusters of dif-
ferentiatid inf:tructional functions instead of around narrow subject
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fields. Art and music education might be an exception because orthe
talent requirements. Instructional functions would include cognitive
diagnosis and prescription for individual pupils, information record-
ing and retrieval, selection and maintenance of curricula, learning
support for flexible large and small groups, and parent and community
liaison. Of course, administrative personnel would be responsible for
non-instructional functions.

One of the goals of new legislation for the handicapped is to
increase the employment of handicapped persons in schools in the teach-
ing and administrative ranks. Staff differentiation in schools' instruc-.
tional programs with hierarchical levels of service certainly inceeases
the opportunity for the employment of physically handicapped persons.
Classroom teaching is a physically demanding job, and administrators
have been reluctant to hire handicapped persons for this role. If, for
example, a role were created in schools for a diagnostic-perscriptive
specialist, it is likely that many qualified handicapped persons would
be able to function effectively in it.

Work patterns for differentiated staff could be organized so
that direct interactions with children were balanced by desk work and
conferral with colleagues in the system.. Parenthetically, we can see
in the Challenge and reaction papers how the implementation of Public
Law 94-142 will demand teacher time for negotiation, referral, consulta-
tion, and other activities that withdraw them from direct daily super-
vision of pupils.

Third, pupils would spend much more time in.self-paced study
with high quality materials. They also would be grouped for instruc-
tion into somewhat larger units to reach certain objectives.

Fourth, the management structure for school personnel would be

more hierarchical; higher salaries and prestige would be associated with
different levels of experience and preparation. Presently, the typical
elementary school or subject department of a large high school has a
flat personnel structure -- many semi-independent workers with a single
head. I envision the systems-oriented school as having up to five career
levels, beginning with instructional aide. In a systems structure for
schooling, so-called supplementary servi-es, such as those provided by
resource room teachers (special educators) , psychologists, counselors,
and other specialists, all would be integrated into the functional units
delivering instruction.
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At the moment there seems to be no other way to conform to the
law but to begin the job by strengthening teacher preparation at both
the preservice and inservice levels. However, I hope a few wise and
venturesome schools will look beyond the letter of the law and will ex-
periment with instructional systems that are based on staff differentia-
tion and specialization. Who knows but that Public Law 94-142 may be-
come the stimulus for a great leap forward in schooling?
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MAINSTREAMING AND TEACHER EDUCATION: THE LAST STRAW

Kevin Ryan
1

The Ohio State University

According to an old saying, a camel is the product of a commit
that set out to make a horse. I see an uncomfortable parallel

between teacher education and the.camel. Teacher education programs,
quite literally, are brought into being by committees, kept in existence

by committees, and ruled by committees. Rarely, if ever, is a teacher

education program the creature of one mind with a clear vision of what
it takes to transform a college student of average abilities into a

skillful practitioner. Instead, these creatures of committees are humpy
and lumpy, made so by many people with many different views about the

human'condition, learning, teaching, and the characteristics of skillful
teachers. In effect, 'a teacher education program is a compromise of

these many views and, sometimes, of. many political factors.

A major problem in developing a teacher education program is that
we do not have a set of blueprints to follow. There is no clear body of
knowledge to dictate how we should teach, develop, or shape a good teacher.
But, even if we did have a solid knowledge base -- a body of warranted
knowledge to use as the basis for training -- teacher education still
would have problems.

The education of teachers is currently conducted amid a number of
very limiting constraints:

1. Time must be considered first. The teacher educator has at
his or her disposal the time allotted to a handful of courses and student
teaching. For a secondary school teacher, professional training amounts

to 80 percent of ono academic year; for an elementary school teacher, it
is approximately 1.5 years.

2 The teacher educator must train future teachers in relative

isolation from children and practicing teachers. University campuses are
psychologically and often physically at a great distance from elementary
and secondary schools.

^ _ - -----
1 Professor of Education.
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3. 'Teacher educators must train teachers within the constraints
of very tikht budgets. The amdlint of money allocated by the university
or college to teacher echicationlA is usually the lowest allocated to any
major; it is several times lessthan the amount allocated to a premedi-
cal or physics major. This low budget figure translates into a high
faculty-student ratio; few funds for laboratory training; low use of
technology, such as videotapes and other advan,ed media; and limited
opportunity to take students to the field or bring the field to the
students.

4. On the one hand, the act of teaching and managing the learn-
hlg of 30 children is immensely complex and deman:i - On the other
hand, teachers are, for the most part, average in a, ity. Although there
is little research or, for that matter, discussion on the mismatch between
task and talent, the candidates for training as teachers may be one of the
fundamental constraints in the field.

The Onion-Skin Curriculum
. _

Given these constraints on teacher education, teacher educators
should build their training curricula with great.care, First selecting
those theories, principle's, values, skills, and strategies which are
most imporlant or have the most power, they should then insure.that stu-
dents have mastered them. Tt is a rare program that reflects such care-,
NI selection. As stated previously, the curriculum often represents an
intellectual and political compromise.

There is another problem, however. Teacher education is vulner-
able to all sorts of ideas and movements. To overstate the case, when
problems involving young people or the larger society begin to attract

4 a certain level of attention, the schools are called upon to solve the
problems. Let me illustrate.

oue major cities begin to decay and there is social unrest;
teacher education emphasizes urban education.

A new awareness of economic inequalities and educational oppor-
tunities appears among various racial and ethnic groups; teacher educa-
tion be6ns to emphasize multicultural education.

Sisms of civic disharmony and inter-group hostilities become
widespread and people identify a gap between generations; !eacher
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. education takes.on a new curricular emphasis -- human.relatJ: is train-
ing.

Corrupfion in high places and a growing loss of respect for .he
law mount; sc.hools become the focus of litigation and a few'teachers
are found liable for certain actions. Teacher education adds something
else to its ctIrriculum law-related'education. 4

'An uproar swells accusing college students of reading at an Oe-
mentary school level; employers complain that their workers cannot rrad
simple instructions. Teacher educatibn stresses that every teacher is
a teacher of reading and all musV stress-liLeracy in their subject fields.

We are shocked by immorality in high places and the risk of de-
linquency and vandalism; teacher.education emphasizes moral values.

Society recognizes that sexual stereotypes limit the chpices
available to individuals and, therefore, deny them opportunities in
and access to certain jobs and experiences. Teacher education responds
by showing students how to eliminate sexism inschools.

Individuals come to the conclusion that schools are too remote
from the world of work; they assert that children are illiterate about
vocational 2ossibilities and devoid of marketplace skills. Teacher edu-
cation emphasizes career education.

A high incidence in the use of certain illegal)drugs is found in
the society with'a large proportion of the users among school-age
children, and the consumption of alcohol among children increases.
Teacher education takes on first drug and then alcohol eddcation.

Here, then, are some of the problems in the larger society which
teacher education and the schools have been asked either to solve.or to
work toward solving. Ail of these problems are important and worthy
causes, and challenge a prospective teacher's skill. As each new empha-

is shoe-horned into an already rowded curriculum, teacher educators
are rarely given the trainitlg,..instructional materials, extracurriC'ular

. time, or other resources to develop effective modules. Usually, ihe im-
portant new mission is stretched out to form a thin veneer of curricular
content and is added to the teacher education program like another layer
of on!.on skin.
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Eta cr. .Mai n.st reaming.

Thus, in broad strokes, this is the situation into which the new
' contender for a pldce in teacher education enters with trumpets of high

purpose and flourishes of great urgency. Lee me state quickly that there
is no educational or social achievement of the last two decades which I

find more inspiring or in which, I believe, educators can take more pride

than the efforts to,improve the education of mentally, sensorily, and

physically handicapped children. It is t'rue that there is much work still

to be done, but the accomplishments to date are stirring.

Nevertheless, I must admit that what I have read and heard about
mainstreaming leaves me with some doubts. I do not question the princi-
ple of educating people in the least restrictive environment or the value
of an individually prescribed learning contract. I find these and the
other ideas which have been suggested in response to Public Law 94-142
very impressive. What I doubt is our capacity to accomplish them. What
I doubt is our capacity to translate a beautiful set of ideas into an

operating set of realities. What I doubt is, given the many constraints

on teacher education, 'wheLher we can do it.

For instance, here afe two of my concerns: First, how sure are
we that we can train the average -- I stress average -- teacher in the
limited time available to handle the responsibilities impOsed by main-
streaming? Again, I am sure that many gifted.preservice teachers can

learn all that we currently have to offetthem, as well as the mainstream-
ing skills ard strategies. However, I am concerned about the remaining
75-80 percent of students.: Do they possess the necessary talent, energy,
and commitment? Second, what is the evidence that mainstreaming handi-

capped children is a good idea? What evidence is there that teachers

'can do it and, further, that they can provide a better learning situa-

tion for the "mainstreamed" children without causing the other children
to make significant sacrifices? I want to be shown evidence.

The Challenge paper directs our attention to ten competency clus-
ters. Although I might wish to restructure various cluster items into

different configurations, or to quibble over this component or that, by

and large T find the clusters inclusive and stimulating. They could

serve as an organizing set of skills and role behaviors to direct the

work of teacher educators. Indeed, if teachers left preservice training

with these abilities, they would qualitatively revolutionize American
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education. However, there is a structural problem: Preservice train-
ing is embedded in and typically limited to the undergraduate years. As
it exists, the professional training of a teacher is constantly at odds
with the demands of a liberal arts education.

Given the current framework of teacher education, can we imple-
ment these competencies and, thereby, effectively train teachers for
mainstreaming? In other words, can we add all the proposed elements
and more to the already crowded, uneven, grotesquely structured curri-
culum with any assurance that the teachers leaving our programs will be
able to do the ;ob?

It is probably obvious from the tone of this paper that I see
mainstreaming as possibly the straw that will break the camel's back,
which may actually be a great service to teacher education. It may
finally prove to us all that we cannot educate prospective teachers
within the current constraints imposed on us. Finally, it may give us
the means to blast teacher education out of the smothering domination of
the undergraduate program.

A New Structure for Teacher Education

In the rest of this paper, I sketch the structure which, I be-
lieve, we ought co move toward if we wish to develop what I consider to
be a serious, professional teacher education program. Basic to this
proposed program is the belief that unless we move to a new structure
for teacher education, we will not only fail to prepare teachers for
the current realities of the Ameritan classroom, but we will fail to pre-
pare them adequately for the additional challenges presented by main-
streaming.

T believe that teacher education should be conducted within the
context of a five-year, combined B. A. and M. A. -.ud M. Ed. program of
study and training. After two years of general education and liberal
studies, the prospective teacher, now a junior, should begin his or her
program of training. That program, the specifics of which go beyond
the scope of this paper, should be a reconceptualization, a new synthe-
sis, of traditional teacher education and many of the innovative prac-
tices that have evolved over the last few years. The theoretical content
shou?cl be rewoven with clinical and field-based components.
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Knowledge, skills, and strategies need to be taught in sequence,
giving the prospective teacher more intellectual and behavioral control
over the many facets of the teacher's role. A carefully sequenced array
of professional laboratory experiences should stretch from student-aide
experiences through classroom observation activities, simulated training,

tutoring assignments, and micro-teaching experiences, and culminate with
student teaching. The prospective teacher should carry out these labora-
tory experiences in a variety of teaching settings (e.g., middle-class

schools, schools serving poor populations, and elementary, middle, and
high schools).

Because much of the new program will focus on training and field-

based experience, we also need to rediscover and reassert the place of
knowledge and theory in the education of teachers. Thus far, we have done
a poor job of making operational the adage that nothing is quite so practi-
cal as a good theory.

A number of elements are needed to make this five-year program
work. One is a change in the funding formula for teacher education. The
state boards of higher education typically reimburse the universities

on a formula basis with various majors getting different levels of
reimbursement. Teacher education should be reimbursed at a higher level
to vnable institutions to provide more clinical training. The laboratory
nature of teacher edu.cation has rarely been recognized by the funders.

We should acknowledge that not all of the 1,360 institutions train-
ing teachers are capable of mounting a five-year program. In many of these
institutions, the move should be made toward pre-education programs that
would be qualitatively comparable to and would serve the same purpose as
pre-law or pre-medicine programs. The graduates of these pre-education
programs woeld then transfer into any of the approximately 200 institu-
tions offering the fifth year of professional training. While this plan
would require coordination among institutions on curricular matters, a
clear precedent for such coordinatieil exists in other professions.

More important and more difficult, however, is the formldable in-

tellectual task of bringing about a new synthesis based on the ten clus-
ters of teacher education competencies. Not only will the new content of
teacher education need to be melded with the new form, but the curriculum:
must be structured to accommodate the undergraduate-graduate split.

Out five-year training program would rely heavily on cooperation
with the field. Program advisory councils should be established, made up
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primarily of teacher educators and practicing teachers and administra-
tors. We should use the expansion of field experiences to bring about
a long-overdue move in teacher education: the serious involvement of
practicing elementary and secondary school professionals in the curri-
cular decision making of teacher education.

The current practice in teacher education is to provide minimal
training for the teacher which will be generalized to a variety of class-
room settings. When the new teacher arrives at a particular school with
a specific set of characteristics, training often breaks down. We are
all familiar with the kinds of personal and professional traumas which
are experienced by first-year teachers. While learning to survive, they
may learn a good deal of questionable practice.

Therefore, an important Aspect of thig new plan for teacher educa-
tion is the movement of graduates from the five-year program to special,
"initiation schools." These schools would be specifically designated as
places when beginners can make the transition from student of teaching
to skilled teacher. An individual initiation school would have a dual
role: (a) to provide as good an education as is possible to the youth
attending that school; and (b) to introduce new teachers carefully into
the full complexity of the teacher's role. Key to the initiation school
would be a staff of master teachers who are trained to be "school-based
teacher educators." They would L,.2 the role models, advisors, and profes-
sional colleagues of our new teachers. The new teacher would have a
substantial instructional role in the initiation school. The major dif-
ference is that he or she also would have a support system. Each teacher
would spend two years in these special schools. At the end of that time
he or she would be reviewed quite carefully by a committee of master
teachers for full and permanent certification as "teacher."

Conclusion

An exalted view of the human condition seems characteristic of
educators. We are interested not only in what people are but in what they
can become. As a result, however, we have a tendency to underestimate the
difficulty of bringing about behavioral change. For example, we expect a
preservice student to translate an idea into action. We expect the student
to adapt learned procedures to very different situations. Unfortunately,
we have taken on too mady missions with too few resources and too many
constraints. If the teacher education community is to take oft this newest
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and most admirable mission, I urge that we make this the occasion to

kill the poor camel. We should make this the occasion for creating a

.sturdy strong workhorse that will enable us to bring about the kinds of
results to which we are all- dedicated.
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REACTION: TOWARD AN ENLARGEMENT OF GENERAL PRINCIPLES

Anne M. Smith 1

Bank Street College of Education

. . before one intrudes into the lives
and settings of others one had better
know the soundness of one own ways of
looking and thinking.

Sarason (1971, p. 236)

As a prelude, some personal information is required here. I am,
by function, title, and setting, a teacher educator. I am also black.
This latter condition necessitates an additional criterion for response.
There is a duality in the challenge, but it is not unfamiliar to many of
us in similar circumstances.

It is important, therefore, to speak directly about the oondition
of blackness. I am not a product of education in any predominantly black
learning environment, higher education or otherwise. My livelihood is
not earned -- nor is my profession practiced -- in or on behalf of an his-
torically or predominantly black institution. Thus, this paper does not
focus on the concerns and issues that reverberate around the educational
mission and plight of such institutions. Other, far closer voices can be
heard.

Yet, the condition of blackness in this society is not demarcated
along geographic, age-related, or setting-specific lines. The condition
is of particular relevance to any discussion of those children who are,
or who are labeled to be, handicapped.

Although I am in general agreement with the goals of the Chal-
lenge paper,.my focus is on extending some issues which may be implied
but are not prominent in the paper. Threaded throughout my comments on
the major elements of the Challenge paper are two critical background
themes; the societal/cultu:qi framework, and the implications for m4nor-
ity groups. They are woven, Inexorably, into any consideration of the
moral, legislative, and professional imperatives affecting the educa-
tion of all children.

I Associate Dean for Graduate Programs.
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The Challen.v of the Mandate

There can be no question about the power and potential for change

in American public education that is implJed in the legislation affirming

equal educational opportunity for all handicapped children. New pclicies
and procedures emanate from Public Law 94-142 to the education of all
children.

Not since the historic Supreme Court decision of 1954, Brown vs.

The Board of Education, has there been such a significant commitment to

social and legal change, to the principles of equality of education and
equal protection of the laws. Twenty-five years have elapsed. That
stirring mandate is still to be fully realized. The recent legislation
assuring the educational and civil rights of handicapped persons will,

undoubtedly, face similar obstacles to implementation. Among these, as
stated in the Challenge paper, are the capacities of educational person-
nel to meet the demands of a "new delivery system," and the kind and

level of preparation of educational personnel by colleges and universi-
ties.

An unstated parallel of questions about implementation is the

degree to which the culture of the community, including that of the
school, is compatible with the goals and inherent values promulgated
through legislAtion or court decisions.

In 1954, the Court discussed the crucial role of education in
the society of that time. It stated that education "is perhaps the most

important function of state and local governments" and "is a principal

instrument in awakening the child to cultural values, in preparing him

for later professional training, and in helping him to adjust normally

to his environment" (Hill & Greenberg, 1955, p. 120).

We must reexamine this function of schooling as it has been applied

to the handicapped in order to effect change beyond the enactment of legis-

lation and court orders. Does education, like other social institutions,

exist mainly to provide "a system f the delivery of services to society
and the personnel to perform the services"? Or does it have-a more pro-
found purpose and role in our society? .Spring (1973) credited the late

nineteenth century sociologist Edward Ross with being the first to state

explicitly the role of education as a primary instrument for social con-

trol. The process of schooling was emphasized over curricular content as

the key to preparing the individual for society. Civilization, Ross
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argued, was reaching an understanding of the effectiveness of education
for social control: "To collect little plastic lumps of human dough from
private households and shape them on the social kneading board," wrote
Ross, "exhil,its a faith in the power of suggestion, which few people ever
attain" (Ross, 1906, p. 1.68).

The isolation of children and adults with handicapping conditions
overlaps the isolation of racial and ethnic minorities. To understand it,
we must also reexamine what Spring (1973) called "the sorting process" --

the differentiation of pupils' behavior "so that their educational train-
ing prepares them for a particular social slot" (p. 34).

In a discussion of desegregation and mainstreaming, Oden (1976)

cited the disproportionate number of minority children occupying special
education classrooms "who have no business being thtre":

To what extent are children miscalssified when the true na-
ture of their mislabeling is the fault of the secondary

group, F.e., the school? Tho educational institution is at
fault because it preaches certain platitudes of moral, ethi-

cal, and human values on the one hand, yet its policies and

practices are segregation and isolation on the basis of racial,
physical, and ethnic differences. In effect the secondary
group through the use of special education practices blatant
racism. (p. 58)

Data abound to establish this over-representation of black,

Mexican-American, and Spanish-surnamed children in special classes. In
New York City alone, approximately 30 percent of its Puerto Rican chil-
di-en were enroll'ed in special education classes in 1976 (Report on the
extent of student participation in the Aspira Consent Decree Program,
1976).

As teacher preparation is redeveloped, the professional teacher,

in addition to having the capacity to manage the "processes" of individ-

ual learning, also must have knowledge, wisdom, and capacity to view each
learner not only in terms of defined social.needs and roles but, also, as
having intrinsic human worth.

To paraphrase Roubinek (1978), since we are the institution, in-

stead of asking whether the educational institution is ready for change,
we must ask whether we are ready.
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Professionalization: A Common Body of Practice?

.Clearly, "teaching" fs not yet an,established profession as de-
fined by the characterizations of other profession The absence of a"
"professional culture" among teachers, as described.by Howsam and his
associates (1976), is undtniable.

Simultaneous with efforts to reach consensus on the develoDment
of apptopriate teaching skills which all teachers should master, we must/
assure that society views.the teacher.as a.professional engaged in indisi-

. pensable service to citizens, entrusted with the educational health of
studentsx and demonstrating both competence and commitment to learners.

The following excerpt is not to be interpreted as a plea for the
inclusion of teachers in the list of exemptions but merely to illustrate
their prevailing societal position in contrast to other professionals:

Section 512 - ExemptIons (From Jury duty)

fi3. An attorney regularly.engaged in the practice
of law as a means of livelihood. [Understand-
able:]

1:2. A licensed physician, dentist, pharmacist, optome-
trist, psychologist, podiatrist, registered nurse,
practical nurse, embalmer, or a Christian Science
nurse exempt from licensing by subdivision G of

section sixty-nine hundred eight of the education

law, regularly engaged in the practice of his pro-
fession. (article 16, Nv..1 York State Judiciary Law,
1979)

Tt cannot be argued that from Public Law 94-142 and other legisla-
tion and court decisions there emanate added knowledge and skills related
to handicapped students which are critical to the preparation of teachers
for the education of the future. Because they exist, the "professional
culture" needed by us all will thus be further developed.

To overlook the historic factors of our non-profession, however,
and to compress the tactics of reform into the acceptance and adoption of
a system (no matter how broadly conceived) which is dependent on an In-
dividualized Education Program (IEP) is to ignore the salient factors un-
derlying the current dilemma: the socio-econamic and political antecedents.

,r 1.. Mir k Pol
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Can a "professional culture" be established without a further
analysis of the components and elements of that culture as it is influ7
cneed by the professionals themselves and the communities they serve?
Who are our teachers? Why do they choose teaching as a career?

And what of the lack of a link between practice and the social
needs of those whom we seek to serve? In the search, will we attain im-
mediate and short-te rm objectives, ignorant of the complexities of Durham's
(1957) evolving "all-embracing profession," one that would include univer-
sity and college as well as school teachers?

To base an attempt at educational reform on an analogy to medical
training is debatable. An obvious difference is that the majority of medi-
cal professionals, as well as others in the established professions, are
self-employed; they are relatively free from external controls and poli-
cies. And they, too, are beginning to question, for their profession, the
It

myth of esoterica and excellence" (Holman, 1976).

It is ironic that, in stressing the call for professionalization,

we are referred, on the title page of the Challenge paper, to Abraham
Flexne r (1910).2 Perhaps of interest only to those of us who are con-
cerned with the parallel issues (mainstreaming and integration) in the
education of the different -- the minorities, the handicapped, the gifted

is the fact that the Flexner Report addressed the state of medical
education in America toward a greater professionalization of that disci-
pline. Unprecedented high standards were set for medical education. In
describing the condition of black medical education, Flexner did not con-
ceive of blacks being trained at any schools othel than their own. The
Report is credited, in the name of professionalism, with the ultimate de-
mise of the several black medical schools which existed at the time,3 with
the exception of Howard University Medical School and Meharry Medical Col-
lege. However, there was no accompanying expansion of equality of access
to the profession for minority students.

A thorough and comparative analysis of the teacher as a holder of
professional status was made by Kelsall and Kelsall (1969). Their discus-
sion of social status factors of choice in teaching as a profession and

2 This reference to the Flexner Report on medical education was included
in an earlier draft of the Challenge paper.

i Of the 131 American medical schools in existence in 1908-1909, which
were evaluated by Flexner, 7 were for black students. By 1924, only 79
medical schools, including 2 for black students, remained open.
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ten characteristics that mark the "professional" in the eyes of the pub-
lic (e.g., length and exactitude of professional training, tasks to be
performed by practitioners, familiarity/observation of those tasks, and
the relation of those tasks, nature and purpose, to perceptions of funda-
mental societal imurtance) is of pertinence and value._ _

It is interesting to note here that in the Fall 1978 survey of
American college freshmen, 42.8 percent of freshmen men in predominantly
black colleges as opposed to 28.6 percent of men in all institutions rated
as an objective, "considered to be essential, or very important," the in-
fluence of social values; 43.1 percent of freshmen women in predominantly
black colleges, as opposed to 33.6 percent of women in all institutions,
also considered this objective essential. Ratings for objectives con-
cerned with participation in community action and the promotion of racial
understanding were equally disparate between students in predominantly
black institutions and all other institutions. Although student responses
to educat.ion as a probable major field of study reflect the current overall
directions of teacher supply and demand, the weighted national norm for

students in the predominantly black colleges, with the exception of secon-
dary education and music or art education, is higher than that of their
peers in other colleges and universities (Astin, King, & RiLhardson, 1978).
I am not suggesting that these factors are limited to any one institutional
characteristic, but rather that they are critical factors for us all; some-
preconditions for effective and "professional" teaching can be assessed and
stimulated.

It is the graduates of teacher preparation programs in predominantly

black institutions of higher education who, most often, return to and remain-
in local communities with high percentages of black students in the school
population; thus the institutions preparing them must not be overlooked as

important partners in the efforts at'educational reform.

The achievement of individuality of education for pupils will re-
quire the availability of multiple resources for use by the teacher. Ef-
fective use 01 these resources will be dependent, to a large degree, on
the nature ani scope of teacher preparation programs. But "professionali-
zation" of the teaching function will also be determined by the objectives
of those who enter or remain in the profession and by the expectations of
the populations served.

Just as integration in and of itself was no guarantee of improved

learning, of dealing successfully with educational deficiency, so main-

streaming will not automatically bring to handicapped pupils those at-
tributes of optimal learning so earnestly sought. There must be a
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continued appeal -- a demand -- for the recognition, by the professional,
of the human dignity of the child. There must be a call for an attitudi-

nal revolution and the conscious fostering and nurturing of the concept of

self -- as important for non-handicapped as for handicapped children, and

for the majority as well as the minority.

The Clusters of Capabilities

The clusters of capabilities cannot be assessed fully because

they are based on an assumption that the necessary financial resources

of schools and systems actually exist. Undoubtedly, educational institu-

tions would be deemed derelict if they did not provide the stipulated re-
sources. But for teacher education to proceed in the formulation of com-

mon practices as though the realities of fiscal constraints of local sys-
tems do not exist is to perpetuate the chaotic discordance between the

university-based educator and the practitioner in the local school system.

Not addressed is the need for concentrated and joint attention to

the.issues involved in the creation of an optimum learning environment for
all children. Such an environment is and always has been dependent on at-'

titudes, values, fiscal resources, and the adults in key decision-making
positions. Is the omission caused by the limitations of a broad encompas-
sing statement? Or is the omission, perhaps unconscious, in effect a posi-
tion that denies or ignores the very specifics which typify the population
to be addressed?

The clusters of capabilities, as presented, offer a provocative

picture of future teacher preparation programs. But as presently developed,

they are no more than a new "map" of the domains of professional competence

in relation to individualized instruction. Until individualization of in-

struction is meant to be understood as parallel to, in the system of values,

the relation of the medical or legal practitioner to the individual patient

or client, no real reform will occur. And unless this relation is under-

stood to exist across economic and racial lines, the guidelines for teacher

preparation will have changed with no resultant benefit to those student

populations wnich historically have been selectively removed: the minori-

ties, the poor, and the handicapped. If these qualifiers are added consi-

derations, then the clusters a-e of enormous importance, both discretely

and in relaLion to one another.

I acknowledge that the scope of the Challenge paper requires global

statements on the universais of capabilities/competencies toward a common
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:professional acceptance. But 89 little attention is given to the issues
discussed here. With the pcssible exception of the description of "Pro-
fessional Values," there are disappointinglytraditional themes of pater-
nalism and ;Issumptions of a monolingual and monocultural curriculum and
society.

Equally disturbing are the proposed teaching capabilities refer-
ring to "Pupil and Class Management." Reliance on any single system of

classroom practice ("behavior modification or contingency management")

is to ignore the very basic principles of the teaching-learning process:

Of critical importance is the assumption that teaching cum-

petence and style is tied not only to the informati a

teacher gets in.training, but also very crucially 'to the

mode in which the teacher experiences and internalizes the

information and through which he transmutes it into continu-
ous professional growth. This assumption leads to a model

of learning which engages the soldent . . . in concurrent

mastery of theory and responsible apprentice-training; ac-

tivated reeling as well as thinking; and regards personal

mhturity as relevant to professional competence. (Wiber &
Winsor, 1967, p. 4)

Reliance on one system of practice is a paradox in a position that

espouses the importance of an individualized approach for children but im-

poses one theoretical framework for teacher training and application.

Additionally, the benign intent of the authors notwithstanding, /

this "capability" proposes a new and contemporary threat for those chil-

dren who have suilered most in the past from being labeled negatively ex-

ceptional. Dabney (1976) described these dangers to children who are
judged by a racist value system:

Many children who have previously been segregated in spe-

cial education classrooms are not mentally retarded, nor

are they suffering from neurological or other physiological

pathology. Their behaviors are generally perceived as

demonstrating deficits or shortcomings which derive from

physical, emw:ional, family, or community. pathologies. Sel-

dom are the behaviors perceived as having' arisen as the

child struggled to cope with destructive'environments or

struggled to demonstrate autonomy and control. The burden
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ii-f-this struggle fall's more heavilY upon poor children than
. t .

- upon children of:the middle classes and more heavily upon
,

Tion-white than4upon white 'children. (p. 109)

Aadical changes in tea¢her preparation 1i1 be necessary to.imple-

,- bent and enforce conversibns in the codes ofethical behavior-necessafy to

assure that the student as consumer receives fair and eqtiitable treatment

under national and.state laws relating to education. This conversion can-

noc be accomplished without an informed and lonscious exatination and acknowl-

edgement of the unds,rlying circumstances of discrimination and.segregation.

The creation of a teacher preparation program that spans'the grade

levels for inquiry, knowledge, and practice (allowing for specialized age

and subject focua) can only enhance the capacity of educational personnl

.to beet the demands of a heterogenepus school populatiPn. The teacher .

educator can, if daring enough, seize the opportunity to break through the

compartmentalization.of trainimg programs and begin anew the painful jour-

ney toward a true partnership in 'the design and delivery of a beneficial

educ4tiona1 and societal. function.

Teacher Preparation Revised

The conceptualization of compete'ncy clusters in the s ructure of

...teacher preparation programs offers a useful,'since-specific, tb4e for

institutional examination. In testing it againtt my own institution's

current organization and curricultim,sseveral questions are raised:

As a relatively small,'specialized, graduate institution, we must

rely on the "general or liberated education" acquired by .students An un-

dergraduate colleges or universities. Yet, the model requires a continuum

and progression of discrete and interrelated knowledge, skills, and oppor-
,,

tunities for c1inie,a1 practice: Clearly, there are implications for the

'length of traiming of the professionq14eacher.. Is there not also a need
for more comprehensive and collaborative planning by the diverse Liter- and

intra-institational 1)&fels of training aild disciplinep?

Should not all'institution§ exatine the variety sof teacher prepara-
.

cion efforts in which they are engaged? It would appear,that the effective-

ness of the model depends upon the extent to which teacher educators (in-

chiding administrators) coordinate the strategies for reform across pre-
service/inservice lines, between Teacher Corps projects and state education

comprehensive plans,Nand, the like. .The model holds promise.

k
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How.eah teacher fOucation programs be"organized to assure.ade-

quate attention to. the pluralitic naNere of our society? How willlthey
,.. ,

combat, consistently the historical elements 'of raeism and socio-economic
.

. 4
discrtmination whichlave plagued our educational processes?

The clusters of competency must-be serutlkized closely,. The omis-

. s'ion uf an.explicit emphasis on the lidcietal framework, the valuing of the'

learner in all his or her differenceti,,and the dangerous posdibilitY of

look-alike teacher preparation progtams codmitted to the production of

robot managers of children in the name of 4prpfossicinalism" talls for the 11

broadest and most careful 14.quiry. To quote *Aortön (1976),'"The American

'experience with equality has beep bo li tOttured and exhilarating" (p. 202).

% °4 0 .0

The exhilaration Of the present.chaltenge is undeniable. Let us.

not cantribute to the torture.
,
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POSSIBLEtEFfECTS.OF AJBLIC LAW 94-142/ON THE! .

FUTURE OF TEACHER EbUCATION

Donald J. Stedman1

The.University. of North Carolina
k

1

After a careful feading of the Challenge paper, it is clearly

evident to me that a great deal of thought and effott has been put into

a consideration of the impact of the Federal law, not only on educational

practaces but on the preparation of professlonal educational personnel as

well. Farther, it is clear that the advent of this major stimulus has pro-

vided an opportunity to rethink the whole area of teacher education and to

placc it in the vontext of a challenge. . Since education is a discipline

that-O.s constantly in the Midgt of reform, the legal And substantive chal- ,

lenges of Public Law,94-142 do not constitute a new event. However, the

-Federal law arid %its obyious and, as yet, unknown effects will have one of

the moSt broadly shaping and comprehensive impacts of anything since Sput-

nik.

In this response, I will address the three major areds incorpo-
.

rated in the Challenge paper: (a) Public Law 947142, it-.4 historical sig-

nificance, and its' challenge to teach'ertedu.cation;.- (b).the development of

theecompetency domains and clusters; and.,(c) the attempt eo predict a .model

for teacher education that might respond to and flow fr6m the challenge of

Publtc Law 94-142 and its underlying,substaftiive and attitudinal forces.

PubliC_Law 94-142

,The Education.of All Handicappeo(Children Act.was the culmination

of a steady movement which had been devOoping sipce the formation of the

.volunteer parents' groups in Minneapolis in 1i953, Thus, the histoiical

roots of,the Federal law can be Lund in the initial protest of parents
.0

of mentally retarded children: that equivalent educational services for

their children be marshaled in the same way in which they are promised,

under the, Constitution, to all children of school age.

The origins of Public Law 94-142 can also be4faced tc% the steady

development of educational research that included imprbved, individualized

instructional strategies, the formation of performarice-based edueptional

contracts, psycho-educatiotial assessment, teaching stylv, and a myriad

1 Vice Presidept for Research and Public Service Programs, The University

of North Carolina System.
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of other educational and curri'cular'developments. These developments'

emanated from an emphasis on tpecial education for mentally retarde and

other developmentally disabled children and.aduits. As this reearch .:

became more widely UMDWIl and its products more clearly effective, pres- ,

sure mounted for'a'broader.applieation of those research products.

The adoption of a nationhl network o? demonstption education'pro-

grams for handicapped children brought,even_closer to the average family

and sehool those positive and effective activities and materials that

could be'brought to bear on the learning d4sabilities of young children.

these demoristi.atien centers created some,Arritation because their afetivi-

ties V.Teie not readily. adopted "by the' regular system. It wp.s often thought

1.4 that these.cerieers only exaggerated the differenCes between what could he

done and what was being done in the regular educational seteings.) This
4..

capdy store" effect made the
demonstrati

on centers even more effective in

developing a clamor for legislation governing the education'of All handi-

capped children. Thus, it ig not surprising that the consent decrees of

the right-to-education suits in4uded the principal elements which are'

fpund in. ghlic Law 94-142: individual asgessment., due procgss, perform-

,. ance-based 'education, regular evaluation, least restrictive alternative

fer education.placements, adequate teachers, and differentiated stakfing.
0

The professional special educator ralizes that the requirements

of Public Law 94-142, as they currently are interpreted; probably'extend

us beyond our capacity to deliver'tlie effectiyk-educational programs which

the law requires especially in the typiCal regular classroom. ,This

situation is partly at the base of the fact that Public Law 94-142 is cur-

rently.overemphasizing adminstrative requirements and under-emphasizing

educuional content and aspects of professional teacher education.

Po.

As part of my constructiyn of the origins. of Public Law 94-142' :

and the collisiop course on which the law and educational budgets are

currently set, I must predict an inevitable backlash against' Public,Law

94-142. among school board members, state legislators, conpervative educa-

tional administrators, and some segments ot the teacherunions. This re-
. .

action is alvady present to some extent. Some'of the reasons are econo-

mic, some are respectably dressed in professional arguments4 some are only

thinly veiled prejudices against handicapped persons, and 4tiome' are based

on henest fears, soundly articulated.

pl any event, PublicfLaw 94-142 will bring about profound changes

in the educational service'delivery system and in professional teacher

91
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education.. Many of these changes will be subtle and untraceable ,gb the

.
law; some will be immediately evidtat;..and,others will be delayed effects.

The.immediate and.obvious effects tend to be budgetary or economic: they

arise"frem the staffing'and individualized approache6 to the impaements-

.
tion of Public Law:94-142. Others are_less obvious and.tore subtle, such.

as the e'Ventilal reshaping of teacher education Orogrims:
,..

, . J.

.L, .

a

4

t

a 0.

Teacher Education-

y It ik important to keeg;ir. mind the current stattis and predictable

future of teAcher education in'gengral'beforq embarking further on a dis-t,/

cussion of the,challenge of Publictaw 94-142 to teachei education, and

-- before making liredictions and quggestions with regard to changing teacher

I

I N.#
3. Current economic strictures will conxinue.

education. 'TheAuture of teacher educatign, given no change in Its cur-,
.

ilentecourse, is rather dam. "If we continue on our current course, the

,footlewing Jbservations and prediction's may become reality. These points

are evidence of. the ned for a re-energizing force, which Public Law 94-
%. .

142 tay provide:

a

. .
.

.

A
.

1. General enrollment i 'collegestand universities Will decline
. .

over the next three to five years. .

1

.2. Thekdeèrease in the demand for teachers will continue.

4. Because teacher education is a labor-intensive industry, the

cost of teacher education will continue to increase:
t

guish.

5. Public support for teacher education' will,not improve.
Ns

6. The quality of teacher education wil1,tontinue to decline.

7. Faculty resources will remain static or decline.

8. EducatiOnal research and develpmental.activities will lam-

9. The dormant teacher pool will become more iictive.

Loo.

10. Community colleges and technical insqtutes will increase

their teacher educ&tion program development activities Oh competition

with the four-year senior institutions.

192 ,
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-11. Cbmpetition fr9m local, regional, state, ana national educa-

tiOnal agencies a,nd organizations for the inservice education'market. will

.increase. . .,

. ) :

A.
..

I

12. The influence of teacher education programs .on 0.4r own cam-

puses will continUe to diminish..

, 4)The' number of teacher education programs in any given state.

will decrease. 4'
A 4

.4 'IF

14. The influence of .accrediting agencies will decrease.

. 15. There wil7 1 be a general decline of program quality in the

public'schools.

16. The locus of control ()If teacher education programS Will shift
0 10

toward the public scbools and teacher organizations.

o

The preceding observations and predictions are based'on tha a ssumAtion that

the current situation will not change, Perhaps it is timely, and fortunate

that Public Law 94-142 has arrived to help "jar" this sitdation.

Finally, Public Law 94-142 has clear implications for the adminis-

trative, fiscal, and research, policies and procedUres in institutions of

highereducation generally.2

Competency Domains

1.ec me rtow turn to the explication of competency domains and crus-

ters in the ha lenge paper. Although .some.4iscussion.may reveal that the

ten areas could collapsed into seven or 6tcPanded to 15, tfiey provide a

very adequate co erage of the most salient features of what effective

teachers should know and be able to do.

'Certainly a general knowledge of cdrriculum,,the abil.ity to teach

basic skills, the ability to manage children and classrooms generally, the

abi ty to develop and maintain professional interactions, the ability to

fos. er student relationships, the ability to.introduce and articulate the

,2 A paper on this topic was developed for the November 1978 meeting of

"The Deans' Network" which is based at Northwestern University.
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Special needs of exceptional childi.en,athe ability to understand khe

and services of other prdfessionals and to'communicate with' them effec-

tively, the ability to engage' in individualized teaching behaviorSP, and the

ability to hbldk'and to model profeshional'valusw are the central items of

Any analysis of the "compleat" teacher. 'Without challeniing those.aiees

(want to underscore four as moat significant for any assessment, renewal,

or oerhaul. oi 'teacher education. .1

cz...

1. It has always Leen perplexing to me thk although.tost teachers

know "what" they are dbing when thex'are In the act ot teaching, they ore

, not sure "why." Somehow, professionalmeducatibn.and the education and

training programs mounted.to prepare teachers have not sufficiently No-
, /tered the spirieof,inquiry and the internalization of rofessional values

which are found in the sister professionaeof law, medicine, and engineer-

ing.

.2. Education appears to be.more susceptible to dabblers tfian the

pther professions. Among higher educatiori faculties, there fs'a more
. .

markedAmbiguity between ps'ychology and the other behavioral sciences and -

.,

the practilldner science of education. Biologists seldoe.attempt to be-.

Hite like physicians; physicians regularly avoid behaving as if they were'

biologists: However, *ofessional educatbrs often masquerade as psycholo-

gists or economists, and psychologists.and other behaviorists attempt to

perform.as professional educators. The situation might be clarified by a .

clearer delineation of the basic sciences in the social-apience realm, and'

a clearer delineation af those occasions when "professional transvestism"

is acceptable.

3. I have written before on the,subject of.special education as

a renewal system that, eventually, may have a salttary effect on all of

education (Stedinhn, 1969). This observation_is prosaing more true as time

goes on. Special education lies in easier communication with other dis-

ciplines, is made up of more caring professlionals, and is clo;ter Lo itS

basic and applied research resources than any other sub-specialty in the-*

discipline.of educatioi Its position Will allow special eddcation, how.

armed with Public Lair 94- 42, to permeate.and infiltrate the educational

service system and the'ofessiOnal training programs more effectively.

The question isi will we be able to make it work?

41 Finally, one area does not seem to be well incorporaTet intc

any of the ten clusters: research utilization.t.I believe that we ean

develop meaiingful educational and training components to provide the.
.

I
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The 'matFpc approach used:in the Chailurige pa'perkswiseand in- .

, - te1ligent; Lhave 'no quarstel,with.dev.iiing.animprotred model.for,teactier ,,
4. education. . However, I lialrekome incrabing nervoosness'with thd coMgetency- ,

.
.. based and performance-based models'. Westin. lack'adequate research to re.-

.
. .

late certain teacher behavlprs to cercateaching outcoMpsf and ihrTel is
too little evidence that eerta,in Ichild hbOaviors 'are directly, traceable to

,

. . certain teacher"behaviors oi-%ity'les. In most instances,. there afpeare to :

be an administrative ipproacktotthe. developmeneof competeticirbaSed:Models.; ...

1. 0that is, competencies are lis:ted and courses are identthed which "lead to"'.. .
. . ( ., .

i .

the competencies desired. Thib idea is a shaM. Yurther, there is,evidenee ..

that competencylased program's aere far more expensive.than had been pre-. k-

diqtdd, and 'that ihe demonstrable benefits:of the approah, 4s compared td

other models, simply are not documented (Change 1978; dompetency FoiUm, 1979;

NIE Reports, 1977). 6 . . rt . .

* .
0

Be that as it may, we need to'expand and make more meaningful the
..

experimental components.of the teacher educatidn andteacher trailing pro-

. 'grams. Thus far, the internship; practice teaching, or twelvd-week module

in ,the pubtic scheols has..been poorly developed, Tioorly superviied, and

poorly evalUated, and has led to high turnover among better students.
i

I would like to recommend.strongly that th'e entry degree for pro-

fessional education be the M.A., not becaui3e a teacher automatically be-

, Comes more effective with-an M.A. I advocate thib requirement because with
graduate professional training.one is more mature and has a broader base ,

of.general education, as well as experience and competence with whech to

start working in educational settings with young chiidren. Also, ahy nevi

models for teacher education should be designed from the ou4et to foster
,

and provide'ihseryice ahd continuing education in addition to pieservice

. education.

.

tl

It is clear to me that we must move from our current emphasis on

undengradu te to graduate level preparation. We must move our curi-ent

phasis froul 'preservice, on-camyus teacherleducation activities to inservice,,

off-camptes programs, We must do so without dropping the standards for
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admibaions tpprograms and without diminiithing the quality of the teacher
4 ..

ao
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1

.

bducationTrovided. In'addition;.we mgst consider procedures to share

governance with othet appropriate'organizations and.initiate stiict quality-

coktol prikesses: If we .dg-not, 'somébody'else will.
1

a
We.must make our current teacher education prograc& more diversi-

%
.

0
..

'fied soye camptoduct graduates for a more diversified market. There are
,

moie' Sobs in.nelaraditional eduCatfonal markets ;ban in the public schools.
C'...

; These markets includethe human serv,iees system, correctionpf iystems, the ,

.
-

, --- ,communications technolo'gy industry,. and the continually gxpanding coiporate
.

.
. .

.

.

.
an "d ihternational market. - ...1

.

, .

tt

A 0,

We must implement a'continuous. rigorous self-ev4luation of our

teacher educaion programs and make hard:decisions about whether they are

'of sufficlent quality or sufficient prOductivity to be continued. 'This

evaluation may be the only way that resources can be made available *for

.new program;development.

We must.-reduce the enrollment in unneedw.1 prograMs and moiie to a

greater emphasis on science and technology. -We must emphasize within

teacher education tha high-nePd,areas of special education, reading educa-

.
tion, remedial educat,ion, community schools programs, pre-sthool and in-

,

fant education, and programs for adults.

We must develop nonteadhing education/human deyelopment bacca-

labreate'programs. Education degree programs can be respectable "liberal

arts programs" that prepare a young.person to be a responsible citizen.

Such undergraduate humalp develdpmerit.degrees might make excellent pre-

professional, undergraduate degree programs-Tor eventual entriy to gradu-

ate, professional teacher education programs. /

We need to mg#ify our current fiscal policies and resource alloca-

tion procedures to support field-based aaivities. We need, for instance,

to organize a statewide network of inservice and continuing education ac-

tivities in partnership'with the elementary and secondary schools.

Quality Assurance

in.order to establish an effective system of teacher education or

to install any new model for professional teacher education, effective

quality-assurance programs must be developed. They will assure emphases

on the improvement of the quality of\students who enter professional

1 06
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teacher, ed4Cation progr,ms, the-use of tl* teacher.educapon programps

the evaluation mechanipd4or tease Who stay in teachereducation programs,P

conditional or tempordry certificationliceitsing pp.& toipmd more-
permanent,licensure,,and.provilsion of a rdgular back-up dr educational

support 4Ystdm that will proVlde in&vice'e4ucation for'begineing and

Continuing profesaional. educatoes. ;

, A.:-..prOgram thatfincludeshese fe

e.

tuls mustp. be installed at. ill 1 :

v!statel.evel andthroUghclut the nation in ordee,tcdachieve a,higher level 1.

:Of qualitY and ,effectiV.6° performance of?teaeher Jducation prdgra s. The

framgwork establiAlied by PublU:Law. 94-1.42 and its influence on he budT
, ,1 .

., .
gets.and,practiceA-of state'gducational-agencies may encourage the de-

*

velopm'eht of such quality-assurance programs for 'teacher educatiOn gen-'
. .. .

. 4 , a

6, . '
A *

#
4.4

. I
44. :\ .rsa,lly, :

'

. .

;

. .

Figure.l illustrates one Version of such a
,

quality-assurance pro-
r

c %gra\which is b0.ng developeet.in the;state oi North.prolina. The modelr.

, .
.

..
,. ,,...

,, . proposelss.a thre44pint evaruationsysteWby which ca444dates are examined .

0 ? 1.1 . . . . 1

. at. entry 0 the prorespional,trdining program priorio entry to thc pro-,

. : ,

qfieslion, and on,a contin4ng basis at thteito fiVe year'intetyals there .

.

0

.gfter. 'Aft educatxoRal supportsystem As Available from the time-of'com- .

-,
. . pcletion of formal)eduestion .and training io help teachers remedy weak

.,
s,

. % , , .

( hes0,0s and capital4e oa strengtha, and to pp'qvide access to formal grad- '
.,,,,

,

/1 ",,uateedutati r ca iKee deVelopmqnt. -,
, .'

)1
.,

,

W.

New Models
i

0

.

Finall\i, ptOfessionnl tacbtr. education machas must be demeloped

and'evaluated which tam incorporate,the domains,aaa clUsters sudested
.,.i ,

in the Ch6allenge paper. Figure 2 qrdsents`a.proposdd, prafessional.

teacher education model curreptl/upder dacussion in North Carolina;

sote elementsof the model are being implemented now.in sóme"of the coll..=

srituent institutions of%The University oE orth Carolina system. ,.

s,

This teacher education model emphaslz s the graduate level as the

locps.of the,professional program and propds a two-year M. A. program,

It 4sW.suggests that the professianal program be.precded by an under-

graduate, upTer division, pre-professional progiam.which might be a major

inPeducation or-child development, as suggested previously.

The model thus pronoses a fou'r7year prlfgram prior to Conditional

certification and the receipt of a master's degree in education. It

107
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rig. 1. Proposed teacher education improvement srogram,1 Source: Quality assurance program deyelop

in The) University of North Carolina System. (D. J. Stedman, 1978)
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indicates checkpcints along the way at which admissiuns procedures might

be required and conditional and permanenVlicensure might occur. The47

shaded area of the figuie indicates experiential activities --mtraining

experienced by the trainee while he-Or she is in the, public schools 'or

some other educational'setting. The proposal is that three-quarters of

the two-year M.*A.. program take place in the' educational sefting.as a

full-time teacher while 25'percdnt of the program would be taken "in reii-

Once" at a teacher center or in & teacher education program on a college

or university campus.

Certainly, more discussions alp field trials must take.place with

this or any similai.teacher education' model. 'However, this model pralides

softie administrative chaiacteristicsthat can be used to augment the con-
. -tent discussion found in the Challenge paper.

Summary

:
Regardless of one's special biases or convictions, it,is clear

that Publip'Law 94-142 not only challenges but, also "crowds" the current

status of teacher edueatsion and, more broadly., the educational practices,

currently prevailing in the public school systellig.. The Impact of Public'

Law 94-1,42 on the heart of teacher education remains to be seen. 'One

thing is certain: The current programs of teacher education as we now .know

them muat undergo significant change over the next five years, whether

Public Law 94-142 provides the challenge or the vehicle. My prediction is

that the law will be given the blame for whatever negative change occurs

and will receive litti,e credit for whatever positive.Phange results.
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EXPANDING T1 VALUES.OF PUBLIC LAW 94-l4t2 TO

NON-HANDICAPPED CHILDREN: .45: RESPONSE FROM A PAREN*ADVOCATE

. .

.
Martha H. ZiegIer1

. 'Federation for dhildren with Special Needs

' Boston, Massachusetts

. It may well
0

turn out th.pt Publiclaw 94-1.42, primari4 intended
to improve the education of the natiOn's h4ndicapped children, will, in

fact, be the impetus for the comprehehspe reform Of public education In

a manner never anticipated bykits-authors and advocates. There are obvi-

.ous'implications for.individualized planning and teaching: an Individ-

ualized Education Rlan (IEP) for every child that is implemented with in-

dividual,ized teaching. However, implications that are nearly as'important

also emerge from a new defAnition.of "equal educational opportunity": the

emphasis on Meaningful parental participation and overa
\
1 aqcountability.

. .
.

Crucial to Public Law 94-142 and to the Federal dourt decisions

- that preceded its enactment is the idea that "equal educational oppor-
,

tunity" for some children may mean more or, at least, differeAt services

from the usuaLcurricurlim. Such an interprefatiOn has:significance not

just for hanaicapped children but, also, for gifted and talented children,

for'children frOm cultural or linguistic micnoritieJ, for children from

very poor families, and for children of migrant workers. (Today, the de-'

scription "migrant" covers not only the children if poor farm wQrkers but;

also, fhose of the migrant engineers and other-teChnical professionals who

stay only two or three years in one place. While economic advantages make

the lives of the latter group of children easier,,their, education may of-

ten suffer fKom'continuing disruptions.) :rhe ideal would be an TEP for

every child to accompany him or her on any move,1 whether across town 'to

another neighborOod school or acxoss tte country to a school in another

state. I- .

In looking at the history%of the concept "e4cal educational op-

portunity," teachers need to understand its implications beyond the

"right to go to school" and the rejection of the "separate butbequal"

. doctrine by. the.Federal courts. Teachers need to learn that the old,
4 S

A Executive Director. Ms. Ziegler holds an,M.A: from the Unil.tersity

of Rochester and has completed the course work toward the Ph.D. at

Indiana .Cniversity. She is the parent of two children, an autistic,

daughter hnd a non-handicapped son.
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mmetimes 1,pbtle, forms of discrimination,are no longer acceptable: Tor

example, dismissing handicapped ihildren an'hour earlier than the other

children "for' the sake of safety as they board the special buses"; sena-.

*Ing handicapped children home at midday one'day a week so that/their

teachers can have extra preparation and conference time; or denying hand-

icapped children special tramsportation which,/often., is tantamount to

denying them access to school.
t

The interpretation of "equal'edu6ational opportunity" incorporated

)
in the new laws for handicapped children raises fundamental.issues of

..;...

.
4.

change for public education. It is fitting that this change should be .-

spearheaded by those persons and. institutions responsible te training
,

.

teachers. .4*.....-
.tr

."\..f1

Emphasis on the needs of a particular child and a plan for meet-

ing that child's edncati91il needs places accountability precisely Where

it belongs: at the.level of services provided to the individual child.

Furthermore, the,stress on individualization makes parental participation

and monitoring easier and,..rnpre significant. Foc example, it is more im-

portant for parents to hdp to develop goals and to select services for

their children thaft to dake global deciedons for or against open classT

rooms, new math, or phonics. As citizens, they also may want to partic,i.

cipate in decisions on the latter issues but may reasonably delegate them

to other persons.

Clarification of the IER

The IEP -- individualized planning and,programming -- constitutes

the heart of Public Likr 94-142. Unfortunate15'r,. the cdncept of the..IEP has

been misunderstood by many educators who lack Arect experience with its

application. In the following paragraphs, f will try to clarify some of

these. misconceptions.

A major.objection has been raised that the IEP is a reversion to

the "medical, model6 with too much emphasis on "diagnostics" and too little

use of our current knowledge about child development Such an interpreta-

tion appears to result from a partial view of the total process, from look-
,

ing at the first step out of context.

The diagnostic part of the IEP is intended to be a first step in

the total process of appropriate, individualized education. Seery as a

/ (.)
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'beginning, rather than as an'end'in itgelf, the assessment.(or diagnos-.

' tic) phase appears in proper perspective. The IEP beginsvi,th necessary

assessments which can help the parents and teacher to clarify a child's

strengths and realistically work on the child's needs through specific
es

'educational objectives.

0
,

Such a misunderstanding reflects a juetifiable concern.

torically,4we are so tied to the medical model (diagnosiä and cure, Cli7

ent as patiVnt, doc4or as authority) and soaware of the problpts it has

causedfor handicapped children and their familiestthat tt is naturpl for

-concerned educators o lock hard at any programmatic change that might

tend-to regenerate those old pioblems.

Along with educators, parents of handicapped children will

tolerate such,an.emphasis. Until the development of Public Law 94-

and state special education laws (e.g.', Massachusetts' Chapter 766), oo

many families followed the same painful, disillusiohing route: a lon

expensive search for an accurate diagnogis -- for a label that would h

all the answers -- only to find that the label (e.g autism, cerebral

palsyv mental retardation) offered yery-little real help fOr tht child

or the family. As a matter of fact, often the search itslalf constituted

an unfortunate r...,Iste of time, valualile time that could hal.!e been used to

,begin.to stimulate and train the infant Or child. (In most instances,

the worst thing that can happen to aglandicapped child is nothing.)

11.

Another tragic result of total reliance,on medial'authority was

institutionalization of so many infants an'd young children. It was, and

sometimes still is, very difficult for a new mother to resist the w,,e11-

intentioned, patern-..listic advice of thp doctor, "It will be better for

yob and your other children if you give up this mongoloid baby."2

But the planning process outlined in Public Law 94-142 is de- )e

'signed precisely to overcome these problems. Diagnostic assessments are

intended as tools for planning, not goals in themselves. Furthermore,

the regulations move toward eliminating the IQ test as a major-device for

predicting a child's abilities. Thus, the regulations (and practices in

many states) actually promote the use of the body of knowledge collected

by.child development .specialists. Observation of the child -- by class-

room teachers andparents as well as specialists -- also becomes extreMely

important. f

2 A doctor who uses the more accurate term, Downs syndrome, is less

likely to give such advice.
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A second coMplaint is being'voiced: aaear of fragmentation or
fractipnallzation of the'child's various needs. the'concept'of a teaM,

inauding many piofe'ssionals and the parent as a peer, can eliminate the

-danger of fragmentation. 1.1.414dicapped children need a full range of ex-

perts who meet to share their expertise to form n accurate assessment
of a patiticular child:. (in order.to avoid:fragmentation, even with a

team approach, it is essential Tor team members to meet regularly to

'share their insights about the child.)

Inclusion ofithe; parents.as legitimate teaM members must never

be minimized as a powerful force for integrating the dif erent aspects of

the handicapped child's life. Mit factor alone mitigat s against the

fractionatiOn and'fragmedtatioh that tome educators fear; the parent (in

most cases, obviously) is the one, continuous,.stable element in the hand-

icapped child's life.

Rather than iocusing on separate elements, the IEP process, with

its reliance on a team approach, should bring together the pieces of the

puzzle to form a complete picture of the child. Properly implemented,

this process.should succeed where medicine, with its heavy emphasis on

.specialization, has usually'failed to deal with'"the "whole child," handi-
. P

capped or not.

\I am reminded of...a friend's ten-year-old son who su enly.said

he needed glasses.o, The ophthalmologist cheCked and rechecke'4 but could :

find nothing wrong with 'the boY's vision. Concerned with Gnlr eyeballs,

they'docior never realized that the boy only wanted to be lik hN*
friends. The prcper prescription may have'been spectcle de of clear

glass: A team approach is designed precisely to prevent thV kind of

fragmented view of children.

Finally, legitimate fears have also been expressed thai the IEP.

could be used to promote racitm and other stereotyping. It seems to me

that the IEP holds much less of such a threat than almost any other tool

and model familiar to us *in th'e public schools -- tracking, standardized

achievement tests, and use of the IQ as prediftor, for example. On the

contrary, when properly implemented, the IEP with its emphasis on the

needs of an individual, particulat child has the potential for becoming

a powerful force against stereotyping.

"Propec&implemented" implies, of coUrse, that the participants

are properly trained. The prescription.fOr the reformation of teacher

preparation, as presented in the Challenge paper, offers an exciting

ss.
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possibilit,. ,The emphasis on clusters'of capabilities parallels recent,

movements toward,competency-based teacher certification, for instfince.

Emphasis on 6pabllities constitutes a sound training base. SubjectA

taught, content, and 'even teaching techniques can change rapidly but a

teacher can coPe with ttiose changes if he or she has developed.a.well-

planned set of capahilities, such as those outlined here.

'The remainder of tht,.s chapter is devoted to my responses to

'specific sections of'the Challenge paper. ,Undar:Blusters of tapabili-

ties, I am omitting."Curriculum" and, "Pupil and Class Management" be-. I

cause I support them fully and have nothing further to add.
e.

f

rr.

Response to the Challenge Paper

.It is good that the opening iemarks of the Challenge paper stress

the present inadequacy of teacher preparation rather than pointing to a

great deal of incompetency laid bate by implementation of FVblic 14.7 94-

142. "fhe.new mandate has shown that many of the old methods and content

of teachet'training are inadequate and, further, that continuing:educa-

tion of teachers in service has been woefully, neglected. #

.' As a' parent and an advocate, I must edme to the defense of a

large number of superb teachers whose earliest training in no way prepared

them for the new task of teaching the handicapped. Many have found that

they posse4Sed skills and peesonal resourcel which they never knew were

there; when confronted with ;challenge, they were able to exercise their

Imagination and rise to the.occasion, often very effectively. :(Such re-

sourcefulness and enthusiasm account for my autistic daughter's success-

ful program in public junior high school. See Hoyt, 1978.) These obser-

vations do not imply, however, that the job would not be 'easier and bet-

ter if teachers had more thorough; formal preparation.

Teacher training institutions are beginning to ezperiment with new

ways of meeting the chaillenge. Two examples with which T. am familiar in-
.

clude a university in goston'which has developed an M./V-level degree that

combines special education and rehabilitation. Altohough'such a combina-

tion may sound obvious and simple, the old rivalries between the two'de-
.

partments impeded a joint effort. Nevertheless, the prognam is working.

Another innovation is an undergraduate program that combined special edu-

cation with human services.

Because Section)504 appears as part of the Vocational Rehabilita-

tion Act of'1973 (Public Law 93-516) and specifically refers to vocational
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education, it is easy to overlook the fac that it also refeis to educe-.

tion in'genersl: Indeed, the regulatiOns for Publfc Law 94442 were

carefully written tb mesh well with the regulationi of Section 504, which
. .

had beft written earlier.
.

0

The two Tederal statutes complement each other: Section-504 no-
hipits"discrimdnatiorragainst handicap,led persons in many areas of life,

including education, 'and its regulationr emphasize Tilacement in: the least

restrictive environment. It further mandates individualized planning and

impldnentatidn of t,IIelaandicapped chiles'oaucatiod. Thus,,the two laws

work together to f rce society to adCept Itandicapned people in the main-
.

stream and, at the same time,°they^force the public schools tq do-an opti-

mal job in preParing handicapped children to live as much as possible

within that mainstream. While not stated explicitly, it is tlearly im- .

..
plied that thp public schools bear the major burden in preparing society

. ...--.0

(i.e., non-handicapped persons) to learn to accept handicapped people in 1 ,

the mainstream. The challenge to teachers and teacher educators becomes
.

e. 4 .

more clear. . 4.
,

4

...,,

Certainly it is true that in general, tichers have not received

the kind of preparation they need to deal with many of the handicapping

conditions which some children in their classrooms will present. On the

other hand, many -teachers. often those in small school systems, in fact

have been teaching classes of children with, a wide range of learning abili,

ties and.styles. Xten, teachers aimply have made adaptations without

,ever thinking about labels such as "handicapped," "retarded," or "learning

disabled." How'many Children have been moved to the front row of the class

in order to read the blackboard better?'0

.
There Is a potential new danger lurking in special education: the

temptation to tack a label on every child who needs some simple adaptation

to enhance his,br her 1e4rning ability. There is also a tetptation for

teadhers to find a way tO move every child Whosp behavior is in atiy way

diyerting out of the regular classroom. One obvious answer to both dan-

gers is an Igp for every child, handicapped or not.

I hope, that we can.find a way to bAild into the grand plan a com-

ponent that will facilitate.inservice training"and retraining for teachers

already in the field. With declining school enrollments in most of the

country, the retraining of teachers and.administrators is at least as im-

portant as changes in the preparatory training of teachers. Much of the

responsibility for such programs will rest upon parents and-other ax-

payers, of course. OrganizAions of citizens concerned with quality
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.) .education must Persuade school boards to Aet aSide the necessary reseutces.

In MaSsachusetts, we have not yet found effective Ways to motivate and

reward those teachers and administrators who need retraining in order to

implement the new special education mandates.

The inadequacy of teaching skills alluded to in the introduction

to the Challenge paper applies to same other groups of children as well

as to handicappe0 children. For eiample, when the city of BostoneWas

forced to implement the desegregation order Of the Federal court, most

teachers were unprepared to teach effectively the.black "street kids"

wham many of them faced for the first time. Sometimes, in fact, they 'in-
. ,

terpreted e7-cperiential differences as. handicapping conditionerand referred

these children for evaluations under special education. The wfdespreed

lack of knowledge.and competence for teaching children from this ethnic

minority as well as other children with dramatic differences mayj ih.fact,

have been one Of the factors that ultimately'required the intervention of

the Federal court in this ant:Pother cstties in the North. It is to be

hoped that Public Law '94-142 will present an opportunity to reform the

education of teackers (and therefore to improve the overall quality of

public education) in such a basic way that these other -grOups of-neglected

children will also btlifit. -

A common ''bod of practice as'a basis forlprofessi6nal culture."

As the concept paper indicates, many factors contribute to the development

of a profdssional culture. I would- like to Aid one additional fadior:

the selection of candidates. During the post-World Weill baby boom, the

need for teachers was so pressing thatAhere, was little room for the

luxury of selection based on tight criteria. Now that the population of

school-aged children is declining and a precipitous drop in the need for

) new, teachers is occurring, it should be possible to become much more se-

4lective in the choice of StUdents who are accepted for teacher training.

Selection, even exclusivity, constitutes an,essential part of the "pro-

fessional culture" of doctors and lawyers, not ohly for public perception

but also for the professional,person's self-image. As such criteria are

developed, thought should be given to those qualities relluired to fulfill

tht mgndates of Public Law 94-142. Not the least of these is a tolerance

for, even a treasuring of, a wide range of differences among children (and

people in general).

I heartily agree with the statement that the developmenf and im-

plementation of the'ledividualized education plan is of far greater im-

port than following certain procedures and using a few learned techniques.
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-, Furthermore, "individuali;ed teaching" and.."optimal individna/ develo0-.

ment" are very different concepts fr9m the'emphasis on "individual dif-.

ferencés," which was the dlogan of the-education courses I tookAn col:.

lege 25 years ago. Theemphailis on "individual differencee is basically

a negative notion, and it> no wiinder it diaappeared,lor good the first.

day of student.teaching.

Part of the iMportitnce of the /EP.lies in,the way in which it.

changes the meaning and uses of diagnosis, evaluation, and assessment.

Instead ofobeing an end in itself, or simply a waY of.finaing Ote right

label, diagnosis becomes merely the first in a geries Of steps designed'

to maximize the benefits of the child's education. The series of ste'ps

culminates in impleimeniation of an IEP and, hence, individualized teach-

ing (noV to be confused with one-on-one tdacVng). If properly'done, the

entire process of individualized edu'dation forces teachers to deal with

each child as one whole, separate, individual person of value.

Cluster's OLCapabilities
)

I would add one more group to the ten clusters of capabilities,

namely, Teacher-Parent-Student RelationshipE.3 This cluster would in-

.
' clude respece for the role of the family in the nurture and education of

v,..children, both handicapped and others. The,recommendation is a direct

outgrowth of experience with implementation of Public Law 94-142 and Chap-
.

ter 766 (the MassachusettOtate law that goes back to 1974). It may 'be

'argued that 'this cluster should be included under the section called "In-

teractiens," but experience with special education mandates convinces me

that It needs to be a separate, distinct cluster. Teachers need to learn'

some of the history of disenfranchised groups -- handiapped, black,

Hispanic,Imigrant, for instahce -- and the effects.that disenfranchfbe-.

ment has had on families. Especially, teachers need to know how those

effects in turn influence the family's attitude toward schools, teachers,

and other institutions and professionals.

Furthermor, teachers need to learn the distinctions in experi-:

ence among the various moups. For examPle, they need to knowthat, his-

torically, parents of handicSOped children have turned.first toward the.

.

so-called "medical model" and almost itivariably ended with frustration.

1

3 This cluster was added to the final version of the Challenge paper

presented' here.
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For,many complicated reasons,.families turn to medical authorities or

kinds of assistance that medical persons usually are not equippei to

deliver. (They AID note, however, regularly indicate that information to

parents.) Rarely have parents of handicapped children, especially those

with sevefe handicaps,-even considered turning to die public schocils for

esseptiai,services. Almost invariably, a-severe handicap -- whether

deafness, blindness, autism, cerebral palsy -- is thought of first as a

health or iedical prioblem: Ideally, education should be integrated with

treatment,,and teacOers'need to learn the skills that will enable them

to convinda parents of the value of.training.

Teacheratalso need to learn how to ,interpret the suspicions which'

areheld not onlY by parents of handicapped children but, also, by other

groups of disenfranchised parents-when,they first approach the school..

, Such parents-are accustomed to frustration, and they often approach the

school with very-minimal expectations. Teachers must develop skilts to

copeioith these negative feelings and they must understand the reality

behihd the feelings. With 'new laws and new services,. we can hope that,'

this kind of 'personal history of frustrations will become more rare, but

teachers still. will encounter it occasionally.

Teachers, both "regular" and "special" and, at.every grade level,,

must lam how to share their'skills with parents so that learning can

cortnue at home and not accidentally be sabotaged.4' Equally impertant,

teSchers need.bo learn to accept the.fact that, except in unusual circum-

- stances; no one knows a particular Child better than the parents -- in

-most cdges, especially the mOther. Other people know much more about

autism, language, or behaviorthan I, but nc., oneknows my autistic

daughter better thanher father and I do, unless, perhaps, it is her
.

younger-brother. Teachers neeil to recognize that excellent teachers*

and specialists may come and go through a child's lif9 'Alt the 'family '

!

' (again, with some exceptions) ts a -onstant force..

Finally, in regard to handicapped children, teachers need to know

as much as possible about,the effects of the handicapped child on non-

handicapped slblings. They need'to know some ,of the sul?tle differences;

not just that a child's reaction may depend on his or h"vr personality

ty e, but the differences that may occur when the handicapped child is

ol1er or younger thamthe.non-handicapped sibling.

Teachers need to.learn to accept parents as members of the team,

not just, in words but in realfty. To promote that'goal, I would make.the

following concrete recommendAion:

P
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4 All teachers should learn skills and sensitivit in dealin

should have an oppAtunity to practice such skiils in their

practica.

Other aspects of dealing with parents would come ander the clus-

4-ter called "Interactpns;" obviously.

.2. yeAcliAng_smA,2 Skills. This section strikes me as excellOt

and carefully thought thlough. I pspecially commend the paragraphs on

Life Maintenance Skills and Personal Deve1opmen1J1111i. In the Past,

these skills rarely have received the attention they deserGe, and both

slti are especially important for handicapped chirdren.

4. Interactions. I would add one more point to this section:

Teachers need to learn that they are not expected Ito know everything and .

th67 should not expect'other teachers.to know everything. Whilr thls

suggestion may sound simplistic, I am convinced that the major tactor

.
that interferes with effective collaboration and teamwork is2the fear of

showing one's ignorance. Again, teacher trainees need to experience real,

successful collaboration and reliance on someone else's expertise during
. .

their.pradica.

5. Studene-Student Relationships. This secti6n is excellent. ;

especially support the emphasis on peer and cross-age teaching. Few ef-

forts can do motile to enhance a handicapped child's self-esteem than the ,

opportunity to teach or help someone else. Turthermore,lhis dewice can

be used sometimes to reinforce the skill the handicapped child neeas to

learn, as when a learning disabled child teaches another child to read dr

spell.

6. Exceptional Conditions. This is oa'7 of the few sectlons for

which I disagree with the basic premiSe. Some handicaps, Tpecially deaf-.

ness and blindness, now occur.in such small numbers among Oildren'that I

believe it is a mistake to reqUire all teachers to.learn the skills re-

quired to teach all these children.. It is more important tht teachers

know how to rscognize exceptional cOnditions,.including limit d, upusual,

or-outstanding abilities., Wnd that they.know howtw, get the inforMa'tion

should'the need arise. At this point I would redMPhasize my,.pro,ious

statement on the importafice of teachers' aicepting the fact that,ihey'will

never at any time know all they need'to knN.

It should be remeMlibered also that both teaChing techniques and

equipmen are changing rap

('

.

_oa4

low for many of the handicapping conditions;
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What a teaCher learns today about deaf education'may be ,totally outmoded

. five years from now when :the'teacher may, for the firs,e 'and only 'time, en-.

counter a deaf student in the classroom.

'7. Referral. NAgain, eeachers must acceptehtir.own limitations

and,those of others. Teachers must be honest with parhnts when the groper

referral is not*known or, perhaps,edoes not exist -- ai unfortunate but

frequent fact. Parents and'their children suffer grea ly from being

bounced from one wellrintentioned but ignoTane person ta another. New

$.teachers, As.part of their orientation, should learn what dependable case

management' resdurce exists,in a particular community, whether it be a child

advqcacy agency (public or private), mental health agency,k'or whatever.

1 I believe ttat it'is more important for teaChers to learn the skills

needed to locate resources in a.particular community rather thah to try
6

learning all'the possibilities. Teachers also need to understand' how dy-

namic resources can be. For example, within a Particular coMMunity at a

particular time, Crippled Children's Services may be the most'reliable reC

source; three years.later, a change in leadership orlunAing may make the

Easter Seal Society cir United Cerebral Palsy a better resource.

8. lad.i<ridual.:_i_..zec_iiTeachin. Probably nothirig in Public Law 94-,e,.

142 holds' tore promise for-more children than does the emphasid on individ-

ualized planning and'teaching. I cannot overemphasize the importance of.

the distinction between individudtized teaching and one-on,one teaching.. .:.

This distingtion.is universally misunderstood among both teachers and par-

ents. Not only must teachers themselves understand' the distincticin, but

,they also must be prepared to explain the distinction apd 'he meaning of

individualized teachiiig to others, including both their colleaiues and par-

ents.

It is often assumed that individualized teaching means one teacher

working with one student. Such one-on-one teaching, or tutoring, is just

one form of individualized teaching. A single ,teache.x, can teach as many

, as a dozen students simultaneously although no two st114ents :flay be doing

the same.thing at the same time because each student is following his or

her individualiied pxogram.

I would add to the recommendations: All teachers mudt be skillful

in developiuLbehavioral objectives andijisluiptlier a child is
meeting the objectives.

6

.9

9. Professional Nalues. I agree that it is important for teachers

to understand salool law and to be knowledgeable abaut the int'eractions of
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law and education', but In addition, theY.need4to understand the reasons

for the Vaperwork which thpy 'often will find burdensome. They need to

- ynderstand that due process and guarantees of rights (in.whatever area
. i

. of life) require written records, correspondence, feports,,and other

forms:of documentation. I like to iwint ouf the fact that in the old

days (four or five years ago!), when a school principal could with imz7
,

punity_say to a mother of a handicapped child, "I am sorry, but, we have

nothinv4or your child," no paper work was required.
I..

4 Z ' , , ,

00,44-ir.e
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Conclusions: Assessment and Planning_forReilz
sions in Teacher Pre aratipn and Next Ste

Certainly it is time to consider seriously whether five years

should be the minimum period for profe'ssional preparation fox teaching.
c

ProbOly a full
,

year, supervised practicum should be required. The Chal-

lenge paper recommends for teacher education 'sucti experience as profes-

sional collaboration, parent conferences, dnd new teaching techniques.

All these skills can be learned effectiNiely only if they are included in

the,practicum. Again, the end of the teacher shortage, along with the '

educational reforms, outlined in Public Loiw 94-142, would seem to make

change timely and acceptable. An added year'of tcsining could,even. help

to compensate colleges and universities for the loss of students.

,

Implementation of Public Law 94-142 can succeed (silly if.handicap-
,

ped children truly receive,an education approPriate to their needs, Those

-childreh who are mainstreamed will succeed only to the.eXtent.that they

are mainstreamed Into a basically sound public sdhool system. For these

successes to occur, there must be changes in both tfie professtonal prepare-

tion of teachers and the.training of teachers now omthe job. Finally,

these changes apply not only to teachers but, also, to administratocc..es=

pecially school principals.

have long felt that a goodJEP,.pioperly implemented, would bene-

fit my von-handicapped son as much.as it doei my handiCapAd daughter. P3,r-

ents, educators, and others who value-quallty public -education4mUst

that the system be changed so that all.children can benefitfrom the quiet

revolution now taking place in special education.
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